Will stadium expansion affect Spartan City?
By BILL PATERSON
effect will a $6 million
What
Spartan Stadium expansion have on
nearby residents of Spartan City, the
married -student
south
campus
housing?
This could be answered when the
city completes its $10,000 revision of
an environmental impact report on
the joint city -campus profit sharing
venture, scheduled for construct ion
early next year.
Although the expansion from
18,000 to 37,000 seats is not expected
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to be completed until late 1975, controversy recently flared prior to a
planned San Jose Planning Commission knaring on the city’s impact
report.
lames Beall, a youth advisory
member of the commission and San
lose State University student,
contended the report Was incomplete,
failing to consider the environmental
effects expansion could have on
residents of the 148 unit Spartan City
community.

Since Beall voiced his discontent,
commission hearings on the subject
have been cancelled three times.
But Beall’s comments are not the
reason for the delay.
Monday afternoon the San lose
City Council gave the city’s Public
Works Department $10.000 to revise
its impact report.
According to Larry Benson, San
lose civil engineer, the project’s bonding attorney asked the report be
changed because several "general"
elements were lacking in the original

It Spartan Stadium is expanded and Spartan City. the married students housing complex is torn down, children like David and
Monica may not have a place to live and play.
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study. He refused to elaborate on
what these elements were.
However, a recent letter from bonding attorney Richard Salladin to the
city revealed a general dissatisfaction with most of the report.
He cited 11 pages of improvements
including a better presentation of
traffic, air, noise, and litter factors
around the stadium.
"As you know, I have consistently
felt that a serious effort must be made
to comply with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970," he
wrote.
Beall believes Spartan City will be
included in the revision because "the
city wants to be sure this project is
okay." He cited recent legislation,
effective last week, making impact
reports more detailed and stringent.
’rhe city doesn’t want to get sued
because of a shoddy impact report,"
Beall said.
Parking lot?
Beall became more vocal last week
when he claimed at a student planning meeting, Spartan City might
become a parking lot. Beall’s remarks
confirm the apprehensions of some of
the residents of Spartan City (see
related story).
But city and SISU officials do not
forsee any major hazards or the
closing of the university owned community when expansion is completed.
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton,
who has been coordinating the
university’s role in the project for
close to a decade, said he does not see
any adverse effects for the residents
of the community.

Dr. Burton said he would support a
program for removal of Spartan City,
designed as temporary housing
during World War II, only if matching
accomodat ions could be found.
However, he said this isn’t likely
with Pres. Nixon’s scrapping of the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s
[HUD) college
housing program.
"I’d like to see both stadium expansion and married student housing,"
Dean Burton said.
Bill Allison, Auxiliary Enterprises
manager, said. "We just won’t get any
more married student housing as
long as Nixon is in office."
Allison, who wrote a proposal over
the summer for additional married
student housing said Spartan City
"just isn’t the most desirable place to
live." Although he has yet to see the
city’s original impact report he
believes expansion could produce
hazards to residents with increased
noise and traffic levels.
Spartan City may go
"I don’t want to lose what we’ve
got," he said. "But eventually it is
going to have to go."
And Spartan City was supposed to
go, at least according to the
university’s 1972 "Environmental
Quality Report" on the stadium
expansion.
"The University plans to replace
the South campus student housing
with permanent facilities in another
location as soon as funds are
available for the purpose," the report
stated.
Even if Spartan City remains, city
Parks and Recreation official Bill

Spartan City dwellers blast
’push’ for stadium expansion
Some residents of Spartan City
believe the city of San Jose as well as
the university have more important
priorities than "pushing" stadium
expansion.
Although a number of the residents
couldn’t say one way or another what
environmental effects could result
from expansion, they did view
student housing and housing for the
elderly, as well as improved

municipal projects as more important ways to use the city’s money.
However, some residents would
not give their names, fearing
repercussions from university officials regarding their views.
One of these was a 31 year-old postal clerk living on the Seventh Street
side with his wife and two children.
He would only give his first name,
John, and said he was a long time

Only 3 members debate bill

Council opposes ’1 0 A.S. fee elimination
By JACKIE EASLEY
and GAIL SHIOMOTO
Last of a series
San Jose State University’s
Student Council last month voted
unanimously to oppose Assembly
Bill 159, but only three council
members had ever seen the bill.
The legislation, introduced by
Assemblyman Ray E. Johnson, RChico, would put the funding of
instructionally related activities
(IRA) and student services in the
hands of individual students.
Presently, IRA funding comes from
a mandatory $10 A.S. fee included in
the $82 fee paid each semester by
full-time students.
The bill, presented to the state
legislature in January, would make
financing of IRA and related student
services voluntary on an individual
basis.
At a March 21 council meeting, two
students approached the members
and requested group reaction on the
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Lack of knowledge
The council, in response to a
resolution proposed by Stephanie
Dean, voted unanimously against the
bill, although debate over the issue
was confined to three council
members.
An admitted lack of knowledge of
the bill’s content was expressed by a
majority of the members present
prior to voting.
Although voting in favor of the bill,
Councilman Armando Flores stated,
"I don’t know enough about this bill
to vote on it."
Several other members expressed
the same opinion, but minutes later
unanimously supported the
resolution.
Ms. Dean, one of three council
members who exhibited familiarity
with the bill’s intent, said she viewed
the bill as "a ploy to cut off our
money."
She moved copies of the resolution

be sent to Johnson, Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, D -San lose,
member of the Committee on
Education, SJSU Pres. John H.
Bunzel, and Assemblyman Leroy
Greene, R-Sacramento, a co-author
of the bill.

Gates said he doubts expansion will
adversely affect residents.
He said the projected number of
dates tor the expanded stadium
would be about the same as it ’snow.
"Any impact on Spartan village
would be speculative," he added.
But the projected use of the
stadium raises another question.
Why has the city council, without
going to the voters, unanimously approved expansion when the city
lacks any major sports enterprises?
Councilman Joe Culla said the
council voted for the plan because it
will serve as a "multi -facet" facility
for various university sports as well
as high school teams. He said th..
expansion could attract a professional football exhibition.
Colla explained the issue was not
put before the voters because he said
they would not understand the total
merits of the project.
"Somebody should take the
leadership," he added.
Ills apparent university officials
have been sensitive to student
criticisms of the project.
Soon after university, city. and
business officials met with apprehensive student representatives
in February of 1972, Pres. John H.
Bunzel sent a memo to Dean Burton
asking him to find "some way of
minimizing (student) objections."
Since that time the city and
university have quietly reached a
joint -operating agreement under
which the university provides the
land while the city pays the bill.
The Board of Trustees has yet to
approve the agreement.

the A.S. would be totally inellective
in funding these programs, yet none
of these are instructionally related
activities," she said.
Council member Greg English said
the bill "would kill student
government."

Ms. Dean, who sees the role of
student government as a serviceoriented program said, "A.B. 159
would be fine and good if we just
funded IRA, but we also fund other
student services too."
Budget cut affects
She explained the A.S. Program
Board, birth control clinic, legal aid
service, Intercultural Steering Committee, A.S. Recreation Board,
Housing Office, Experimental
College, and campus consumer
service are all .affected by A.S. fee
budget cuts.

"Students have very little to say
about where their money goes," he
said. "In this way, student
government would still be able to
provide services that students need."

If A.B. 159 passes and voluntary
funding is established, "we would
receive such a minimal amount that

Avenue of grievance
Tony Gonzalez, council member,
stated student government is a "very

He proposed an alternative funding method which would incorporate an equal distribution of
fees to IRA and student services.
With $5 of the $10 fee going to the administration, and an equal amount to
student
government,
English
believes stronger student control
over funding would be possible.

necessary avenue of grievance- that
A.S. 159 would restrict.
He believes the functions of
student government, although
unknown to many students, are
necessary for proper student
representation.
Ms. Dean said there is still hope of
students influencing the Committee
on Education decision later this
month in Sacramento.
"We are the official voice of the
students," she said. "If we could get
all the student governments to
demonstrate our stand to interested
legislators and influence their
decision, we could possibly defeat
the bill."
She stated she believes many
legislators are open to student input.
"If we could get enough official
voices to say, ’This is a terrible thing
you are doing to us,’ maybe some of
them would listen."

resident of the Santa Clara Valley.
"If they expand the stadium they
can kiss this (Spartan City) goodbye," he said.
He said Spartan City provides the
residents with children the opportunity to continue their education
without worrying about large monthly rents. He said the area also
provided the children with
recreational facilities not available
around the campus.
"Without it it will hurt a lot of kids
who are finishing their education,"
John said.
He believes expansion is a poor
idea, that it will increase traffic
hazards for children and an economic
disaster. He called it a "turkey."
"I think with the increased traffic
the city will turn this into a giant size
parking lot," he said.
Melinda DeMatteo, who lives in
Spartan City West on Ninth Street
said, "I think the school has more important priorities than football. The
city has a hell of a lot of other ways to
spend the money," she added. She
said housing is the most important.
Mike Brooks, a political science
major, said he did not know what
effects expansion might have on his
community.
"It doesn’t bother me that much but
there probably will be a lot of traffic."
Another young man, who refused
to give his name said, "I don’t think
they can avoid having those
problems." Several students couldn’t
say one way or another what affects
expansion would have on the area.
Another resident put it more
plainly. He said most of the people in
Spartan City will be long gone when
the stadium expansion is completed.

Money committee okays program budget;
but only after trimming nearly ’40,000

Spring --a time to appreciate new life

By GEORGE REDE
Managing Editor
The A.S. Program Board budget,
submitted last week for $89,850, was
approved yesterday by the budget
committee following a cut of nearly
$40,000.
The 13 -member committee, set up
to hear funding requests from the
A.S. for next year, gave its approval
to a final figure of $50,850.
Program Board chairman John You
and adviser Ted Gehrke are to appear
before the committee April 26 with
the final draft after a redistribution
of the money within the proposed
budget.
The Program Board, a 15-member

formulates
body,
student
entertainment and speaking
programs for the campus. It met last
night to consider a final redistribution of the allocation.
In other action, the committee
okayed a $17,397.68 budget for the
A.S. office administration. The
money will be used to pay for a fulltime clerical position and office supplies.
A stipulation was added,
providing that a tentative 12 per cent
salary increase for the clerical
position be reverted to the A.S.
general fund in the event the state
legislature votes down the
recommended pay hike.

Library list of students’ names missing
By BUZZ EGGLESTON
Special to the Daily
Library Director James Martin confirmed yesterday that a computer listing of student names, addresses and
year in school, has been missing since
just prior to the end of last semester.
The confirmation came on the heels
of an earlier report in the Daily that
students have been deluged with
mail-order advertisements for
gasoline credit cards and other
products.
"The only thing we can say at this

point IS that it’s missing," Martin
explained.
The listing is used by the
circulation department to verify information supplied by students when
taking books on loan. It was the only
copy maintained by the library.
Martin said the listing was not
reported missing to the University
Police because at first it was assumed to have been borrowed by
another library department or simply
misplaced. Further. it was not considered to he of great value.

Although it was feared the list
might be used for mailing purposes.
no official investigator initialed.
There is not evidence the missing
list is the one being used by the
mailing company now heading the
advertising campaign.
Monday’s Daily story reported
much of the mailing is handled by the
Dart Computer Center in North
Hollywood. A spokesman for the
center denied information was obtained from the university.
Pat Falange, ill Dart’s sales
department, claimed the "lists were

put together from dhoti! 12 different
sources."
Miss Dorothy Birkholz, in charge
of the library’s circulation
department, said the list was discovered missing at a most critical
time. At the end of each semester the
library computes fines to be paid
prior to the issuance of grades.
Precautions, she said, are being
taken to insure the current list. issued after Spring registration, does
not also disappear.
About a dozen such lists, according
to the Registrar, are used on campus.

A November resolution made by
the California State University and
Colleges Board of Trustees requested
a 13 per cent pay raise, but the state
budget provides for only 12,1 per
cent.
The committee also accepted a
$2,000 itemization of the Wednesday
night Co-Rec budget, submitted
initially with the A.S. Recreation
proposal last week.
The Wednesday night activities,
because they are sponsored by the
Recreation and Leisure Studies
Department, were to have been
broken down separately from the
A.S. request, which amounted to
$17,579.10.
Finally, the committee set tentative
hearing dates for the following
organizations:
April 12: A.S. judiciary, Radio
Television-News Center, KSIS. Environmental Information Center.
April 24: A.S. Business Administration. A.S. work-study. A.S.
election board. Student Community
Involvement
Program,
A.S.
executive.
April 26: Music Department,
AS. Program Board.
May 1: Men’s and Women’s
Intercollegiate Athletics.
May 3: Birth Control Clinic, A.S.
legal aid referral service, A.S. Planning Agency, A.S. Consumer Switchboard, Reed Magazine.
May 4: Joint Effort coffeehouse,

Flying 20’s, People’s Lobby, India Association, Spartan Daily, Fiar Share
Board, A.S. publications

Gonzales loses
Because his application was turned
in late, A.S. councilman Larry
Gonzales will not have his name on
the ballot for the office of attorney general.
The A.S. Elections board ruled
against his appeal on Monday, noting
that allowing Gonzales’ name to
appear on the ballot would be in
direct violation of Act 9 of the A.S.
constitution. Gonzales still can
appeal to the A.S. Judiciary when
they meet on Friday.
Unless the judiciary rules in favor
of Gonzales. Fouad Alkisswani will
he the only candidate for that office
listed on the ballot.
Carole Matthews. chairman of the
board noted four other people turned
in their applications late, and their
applications were not accepted. The
board allowed Irene Cerna and Mario
Madrid to have their names placed on
the ballot despite a challenge
charging their proxy statements
were irregular.

Comments

Editorial

Credit card appreciated

Campus kept green
Ever notice there isn’t much
litter flying around campus? Ever
notice, too, that what little
greenery there is around campus
is kept in good, healthy shape all
year round?
San Jose State University’s
crew of groundsmen merit a slap
on the back for making a not -soluxurious campus a handsome
place to look at and walk around.
Their efforts probably go unnoticed by most of the 26,000
students who walk through campus every day.
But without the hard work
under a hot sun of these men,
pathways wouldn’t be so clean,
gardens wouldn’t be so wellgroomed and open spaces
wouldn’t be so green and comfortable as they are.
Let’s face it: SJSU is a big place,
but its amount of open space can’t
match such expansive campuses
as Stanford University or U.C.
Berkeley.
Added to the task of making

SJSU look pleasant is its
The
location.
abominable
university is planted in the middle of a congested, cluttered city.
Commuting students have to
struggle through traffic -laden
streets every day to get here and
go home. Others are crowded into
run-down apartments or sterile
dormitories.
Since SISU’s Spanish architecture connotes a relaxed atmosphere and since the weather
is usually pleasant around here,
the, campus should complement
the total package.
We think the SJSU ground
crew, supervised by Robert
Alexander, does a good job.
Call it spring fever or a desire
for the out-of-doors, but the
Spartan Daily, hopefully on
behalf of the students at SJSU,
wants to acknowledge the work
of the campus’ 20 gardeners and
thank them for it.
Have a beer on us, guys.
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Oregon flips off pull-tab cans
Linda Maillgo
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The highest tribute to the
American quest for convenience
has been banned in Oregon. Yes,
the famed flip-top can is now
illegal in that state.
A statute enacted last October
bans the flip -top, pop-top, pull-
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Community patrol needs volunteers
Jaime Quijas
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Well here it is, just what we
have been waiting for spring
vacation. I hope that crazy rabbit
that they talk about every year
about this time does some of us
some good. Those of you that are
going to be here for other than to
go Easter egg hunting or is it
"conejita" hunting here is a
reminder about the upcoming
elections. To all of you, you are
being asked if all possible to stay
around until at least Tuesday,
April 17. This is the day that it is
going to happen. So si pueden
vayan y voten then you can do
your thing.
concerned
all
Attention
Community Alert
Chicanos.
Patrol (CAP) is asking anybody
that would be interested in
joining, they are now recruiting.
CAP is an organization that is out
to protect the Chicano community. Its main duty is the
patroling that takes place every
Friday and Saturday night.
They also hold meetings on
Tuesday night. If anybody is
interested call this number 2519109. For those of you that may
want to go to the weekly meeting

they are held at 2174 Alum Rock
Ave. The meetings usually start
at 7:30 p.m. If you want to get involved and are looking for some
exciting action CAP is what you
are looking for. Check it out you
might be able to get into it.
Well, seeing as most of you are
going to stay for the elections
here is something that you might
want to check out. This Sunday at
Kelly Park there will be a Chicano
gathering for the benefit of the
farmworkers. There is going to be
music from 1-4 p.m. Tambien va
haber comida. The food is going
to be selling for 50 cents a plate
now I know you can not get better
than that. If you feel that you
need more information pues
nomas give Jerry Ramos a call at
292-4651 and he will tell you
more about it.
Grand dance! The dance will
take place this Friday the 13. It is
sponsored by the Sacred Heart
soccer team. The dance starts at 9
p.m. and will be all over at or
about 1 p.m. I believe that the
price of admission is $2 por
persona. The music will be
provided by Rudy and La Familia.
So if you are an advent ure seeker

Domestic Digs---------
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Last fatality for BART?
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The Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) suffered its first fatality
last week. One of the moving
trains struck and killed a track
foreman. And already the people
who run BART ’are searching for
someone to blame.
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John Horan
So far, God seems the most
likely candidate to be blamed
("An act of God" is such a
favorite phrase). Or the engineer
of the train. Even the victim
himself may even be publicly
blamed for his own death. Other
possibilities such as a communications failure, mechanical
malfunction, or else somebody
just didn’t do his job will
probably not even be considered.
But again the Bay Area
residents will witness the
charade that occurs after each
tragedy. Newsmen will make
stinging editorials, politicians
will make speeches, and public
officials will again make flowery
speeches about the "efficiency" ol
the transit system.
But the end result of all of this
will be nothing. No changes, no
new
no
improvements,
regulations to save peoples’ lives
will be enacted. All of the loud
speeches and pious denials will
result in the status quo surviving.
’the man who (lied was named
Miguel Camposana. He was the
first person to be killed by the
BART system. With improved
safety regulations and the enforcement of present ones, Miguel
Campossina will hopefully be the
last human being to die on the
transit system.

I like to receive junk mail,
especially when it is for a credit
card.
Being a student and not having
a job longer than the summer, I
have been unable to qualify for a
credit card. A major department
store turned down my application last summer.
I was overwhlemed with anticipation of owning my first
credit card when I received the
solicitation letter from a national
oil company. The letter relieved
me of the pain of filling out yet
another application and a likely
rejection.
Why enthusiastic over getting a
credit card? First, one can establish good credit by using a
card and, of course, by promptly
paying the payments.
Another advantage is credit
cards are good identification
when using personal checks.
Stores accept a credit card and
driver’s license over other forms

and a midnight mover this dance
you ought to check out. It is also
going for a good cause.
Bueno Raza que les puedo contar que ya todos no sepamos. Just
that the student body elections
are coming up. Here is something
that involves even the uninvolved. A mi como la politica
quasi no me hace nada nomas voy
a observar. Ojala que la sitatcion
se ponga buena, pero todos
sabemos que cuando la Raza is involved you dnow que se va a
poner buenisimo. Asi es que
todos pongamosnos abusados por
que nos va a caer a godos.
Con esto los dejo. Si pueden entren si no pues observen, y clamo
voten. Sigan siguiendo, que ya
mero, ya nomas nos queda
terminar. Para muchos preguntas
si a contestar, para otros trabajar
y para el resto rezar que algo no
los vaya a trastornar.

Grad i ng po I icy
Editor:
I wish to correct an error in
Gerald Curtis’s report of the
Academic Council debate on
grading policy. My position in
that debate was not that all
grading should be C/NC. I
recognize that students need
grades or their equivalent for
admission to graduate and
professional schools and other
educational programs.
My position was that a
student, at his or her option,
should bepermitted to takeany
course outside of his or her major and minor on a C-NC basis.
I
also argued that
departments
should
have
greater flexibility in
determining whether theses,
workshops, activities courses,
or any course or activity
should be offered on a graded
basis or a CiNC basis.
Mr. Curtis might have added
that the vote on crucial issues
was very close.
John A. Galm
Professor, English

Mankind’s defense
Editor:
In response to the April 9
letter to the editor entitled
"Viewing Humanity," I would
like to come to the defense of
mankind. It is true that man
can be "arguing selfish, and
violently inclined" but it is also
true that man can be kind,
humanistic, and extremely
peace loving. Man thus must
have the ability to choose his
future actions.
The fact that man "chooses"
war doesn’t make it his natural
state, The fact that man

tab and other containers and puts that are emitted into the ata small refund on all non- mosphere. If these containers are
returnable bottles and cans for thrown away after use, more
beer and carbonated soft drinks. must be produced to carry future
The statute is now being fought beverages. Hence, more power is
in court by those who make the used and more pollution is
from these produced.
profit
most
Though "no -deposit, no ecologically unsound containers.
They claim the ban on these con- return" might be more convenient
tainers and the mandatory to some consumers and more
deposit on others is un- profitable for some industries, it
is environmentally and
constitutional.
"We’re fighting the eco-freaks economically efficient to use
in this state (Oregon) and on the returnable bottles.
national level every way we can,"
A bill similar to the Oregon
stated R. Thomas Wilson, an of- measure has been proposed for
ficial of the American Iron and California by two Assembly
persons, Dan Boatwright (D -ConSteel Institute.
The "eco-freaks" Wilson is cord) and Julian C. Dixon (D-Los
probably referring to are those Angeles). This legislation would
who cannot see the absolute put a nickle deposit on every botnecessity of flip-top cans and tle or can sold in California.
According to Dixon, container
throw -away containers. They
believe that preservation of the manufacturers could cut their
environment is more important power consumption by as much
than added profit for an as 55 per cent if they used only
aluminum corporation by means refillable containers. The bill is
designed to provide an economic
of waste.
And it is not simply a matter of incentive for the consumers of
litter, although these items create beer and soft drinks to return the
an obvious eyesore when strewn containers.
The Oregon legislation and
along highways rivers and
streams. Many a bare-footed that proposed for California is
walker has been cut stepping clearly necessary. We all suffer
upon a discarded pull-tab buried the bad effects of the sulfer
oxides and particulate matter emdeep in the grass.
More importantly though is the mitted by power plants. We
fact that the production of cans should not all have to suffer adcreate pollution. It takes power to ditional effects for the
produce beverage containers. convenience of a lazy few who
Power plants produce pollutants prefer a "throw-away society."

Letters to the Editor
believes himself "justified,
cleansed and avenged" by such
participation doesn’t mean
that man is really seeking his
greatest good. By mere
participation in war, man has
put the principle of force above
reason; the principle of chaos
above order; and his mistaken
momentary
escape for
"solution."
These choices are indeed
contrary to man’s nature and
that is exactly why they will
always eventually lead back to
more frustration and unhappiness.
mankind
However,
possesses reason and the
ability tos learn from past
experience. Mankind will truly
be seeking its greatest good
only when these principles are
recognized and applied to each
of our lives. The first step is to
admit that they exist.
James Kane

New look at life
Editor:
I wrote a letter to you
outlining the principles on
which the seminar in SelfEnhancement was based.
We are now going into the active phase of this seminar and
would like to let the student
body become aware of the opportunity they have of this
new slant on life.
Self-Enhancement is the
new approach of life, a new
look at the vistas of the best of
the East and the West, in
religion, spiritual disciplines
and social action. It allows a
person to become a person and
to learn to live with other

persons, recognizing the
humanity in each one and to
encourage
peace and
brotherhood & sisterhood of
mankind.
Self-enhancement is based
on the belief and knowledge
that human beings can govern
themselves without becoming
alienated or mechanized or
being conditioned.
G. Ahmed Faruqui

Questions on war
Editor:
Many post-mortems are
being written of the war, and
the debate between political
philosophies concerning it is
thickening. The war is over
now and those choosing
philosophical sides find .it
easier to speak of, especially
those who speak in its defense.
But it is here that the war
will still be fought with
verbiage as its principal
weapon. And most will ignore
it because the war is over. Yet
the questions raised by the war
are more important now than
before. And the most haunting
question of all seems stranded
on mute lips with hardly an
idle thought paid to it.
Are we to expect that a
government which supports
scores of dictatorships, the
jailing of political prisoners,
and the suppression of
freedoms abroad, will restrain
itself at home when it thinks
itself in crisis?
The tense in which we ask
the question will depend on
when we ask it.
Dennis F. Montgomery

of identification. The situation is
getting worse.
Lately, I have been hassled
more and more when using
checks to come up with a credit
card as identification. I have not
had a check refused yet for lack of
proper identification, but the
process has been slower in some
cases. The clerks had to seek a
higher authority or do further
checking to see if the check was
good.
As reported in the Spartan
Daily, Monday, April 9, the
giving out of student addresses is
not a policy of the university
especially
for commercial
purposes. Departments and employees are prohibited from
giving out listings of students
enrolled in the state college and
university system by the
California Education Code, Sec.
22504.5.
Arguing whether the listings
came from the university or other
sources is irrelevant in this
comment. What is important is
that I and other students benefit
because sources were tapped,
legally or not.
And all I can say is just keep
those cards and letters coming.
Stephen Meyer

Pre-reg ritual
My 17-year-old sister gleefully
greeted me with the news Friday
that she had just been accepted to
San Jose State University for
next fall.
my
expressed
congratulations, but soon my
excitement for her somewhat
soured.
For then she told me how she
would be coming to SJSU during
July to pre-register for her
classes.
Jack Tuthill, assistant registrar
of students, said the incoming
freshmen are now given individual counseling and then preregistered.
"This is better than keeping
them out in the cold," he
explained.
"Don’t you wish someone had
done that for you?" Tut hill asked.
While I must admit this is a
valid system, I cannot help
thinking of all those semesters of
standing in long registration lines
and frantic rushing for classes,
usually filled already anyway.
"You’re going to miss one of the
last true college rituals," I told my
sister.
"But do you think you can try to
get me a couple of classes?" I
added.
Debbie Block

Observe Easter
Editor:
Easter vacation is app ro a c hi ng, and we all
recognize that it has something
to do with Jesus Christ on the
cross. How many of us, though,
are aware that Easter is the
observance of a supernatural
event in history? Isn’t it
strange that we should fail to
investigate the validity of that
event two thousand years ago?
Yet, at the same time, many
of you reading are involved or
interested in the supernatural
phenomena of this day. The
recent article concerning the
Universal Church of the
Master here in San Jose is
a good example. Take a walk
through the bookstore; books
on the occult, meditation and
astrology abound. Where do
they lead and what do they
mean?
To answer I can only share
from my own life. For about
five years I investigated
meditation, encounter groups,
mysticism, and found nothing
solid or lasting. I did astrology
for a year.
I cast charts, did transits and
progressions, real astrology
not the Sunday morning paper
variety. There was and is a lot
to it, (don’t fool yourselves that
there isn’t), but where does it
go? The answer is that it
dowsn’t go anywhere; it is a
closed system. It brought me to
realize that I needed something
from outside the system.
Only one person ever
transcended the system and
came back to tell about it. That
person was Jesus Christ.
Easter is about His crucifixion.
Mike Zedig

c le
r i cal error now Only
Funds are lacking for trip reason for g rade change
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Flying team

By LAURA DAYTON
With a record like San lose
State
University’s
flying
team’s, it could be a clean
sweep in the two upcoming
collegiate flying meets.
The team, however, does not
have the money to gel to
Illinois
for
the
national
competition in late May.
According to Dan Matlach,
team captain, it will take
about $2,500 to fly the team
out, provide lodging and rent
the planes for the weekend. So
tar they have raised only $400.
The team is now holding a
contest to raise funds. Local
Hight clubs and schools have
donated a variety of prizes.
ranging from an acrobatic
course for pilots to three
dinners at the Red Baron restaurant for non-flyers.
A complete list of prizes and
tickets may be obtained
through the Aeronautics
Department or by calling 2482191 or 374-4594 April 30.
This year’s Pacific Coast
competition takes place this
weekend
at
Hemitt-Ryan
Airport in the Los Angeles
basin. The team will be flying
its own planes (Cessna 150’s)
down.
SJSU took first place in the
::: Pacific Coast competition in
1989. 1971 and 1972. In 1970
the team took second. Three of
the seven team members have

flown in meets before;
Matlach said this experience
gives them "an edge."
This year’s pilots are: Mary
Ellis. Ron Greene, Dan
Matlach,
Duncan Pollock,
Paul Rankin, lim Stinger and
Ross Winner.
Greene, who has flown with

SJSU’s flying

the team in three other meets.
Experience iii the team
is confident of this year’s varies from Rankin with 20
pilots.
years to Ellis with nine
"We’re the team to beat, and months. Matlach says "it
always have been. They’re really shouldn’t make much
always after us," he said, difference."
Two of the events will hiwhen
asked who their
toughest competition would power on the power ol I
precision
landings.
be.

team’s finances

may

keep it from ms.ts

Donnie Glopi

Y GERALD CLIATIS
there s been a mix-up in
grades.
John Doe received Richard
Roe’s grade. Doe has Roe’s A
grade. And Roe had Doe’s F
grade.
Doe doesn’t say anything
: hut Roe complains. Roe confronts the professor, with
evidence that he has earned an
A grade.
The professor has only one
choice, according to the newly
passed Academic Council
policy on change of grade. He
may change the grade "only in
the case of a declared clerical
or administrative error."
It was proved to be a clerical
error, and the grade is
changed.
It seems simple. But there’s a
loophole.
If the situation were
changed and this time John
Doe’s grade is a borderline
case. The professor gave Does
ti: 11 grade but Doe though! he
::: deserved a C grade.
He told the professor that he
tried his best under the
circumstances (you see his girl
friend left him the week of the
linal, that’s why he did so
poorly.)
Wiping the tears from his
lace, the professor considers
the borderline grade and
decides to give the student the
C grade.
Under the new change of
grade policy he may only

Iii,’ grade It It S a
clerical efrror. What can he do?
It the teary -eyed professor
changes the grade, he is in
violation of the policy.
the
Academic Fairness
Committee serves any student
who wishes to seek redress for
alleged injustice occurring in
his academic relation to any
instructor." states the policy.
The policy rationale is. "The
university is anxious to
correct injustices to students,
but, at the same time, feels that
the instructor’s lodgment, at
the time he makes out the
original grade, is better than a
later reconsideration of an individual case.
"An official petition form
may be secured from the
faculty
chairman of
the
Academic
Fairness
Committee." reads the policy.
How does a student begin
this process?
First, a student must contact
the instructor involved, and
receive a form for "Change of
Grade" that is supplied by the
instructor’s department office.
The second step is to have
the instructor and department
chairman sign it, before it is

(Mexican -American
MAPA
Political Association) have
been unable to "coalesce the
troops" said Herreda.
One "paramount fact," according to Herreda, is that no
one has been able to organize
La Reza.
However, said the activist.
"Chicanos have a pension for
leadership" and cited Cesar
Chavez’s efforts in organizing
farm workers as "effective."
Chicano democrats
"squabbles"
Because
ot
among Chicanos in the
National Democratic Party
during campaign efforts supporting former presidential
candidate. George McGovern,
many members of the party
felt Chicanos contributed only
negetively, said Herreda.
He added Chicanos have
"little skills" or know-how in
rallying votes. "We must
said
professionalize."
Herreda, adding that it
matters little what Chicanos
feel unless they can make their
presence in politics felt.

He said Chicanos have
"built-in articles of faith" such
as strong beliefs in concepts of
the barrio, pueblo, Brown
nation. Azt Ian, Chicano
power, and other beliefs.
These concepts, said
Herreda, cause Chicanos to
"hold-back" and not become
involved.
stated
nation,"
"Brown
Herreda, "is nothing more than
system,"
in
our own exploitive
place of a White one.
He said there is no turning
back for Chicanos, and quoted
the words of Octavio Paz, well
known author, which stated
the barrios were "condemned
to modernity."
Herreda said there was a
need for a discussion on recent
concerning
developments
Chicano politics and added he
was planning a caucus in the
near future.
he contends
Although
Chicanos have to rid
themselves of a separate

national attitude, he said"we
our
should still maintain
ethnicity and learn to develop
our a rt s."
He said he recognized the
nationalist movement as a
necessary step, and added,
"there has been no other way."
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WEST INC.
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WAY OUT
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For Free Student
Travel Information
Call 287-8301 or
stop by 235 East Santa
Clara. Suite 710. San
Jose. A stadent owned
and operated service.

Come in and see us, we loan money on jewelry,
typewriters, cameras, etc.
We also specialize In:
Diamond Setting, Watch Repair, EarplercIng, Gifts.

Student
Services
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MSSLERJEWELERS

Chicano politics criticized
attempting to force their
"brownness" on other
Chicanos.
He said some
Chicanos were guilty of falling
into a "brown bag" turning off
both White and Brown supporters.
No sleepy giant
The political activist said
Brown people have always
been struggling and it was
misleading to refer to La Raza
as a "sleepy giant" just beginning to awaken.
Herreda said former. Pres.
Johnson’s "war on poverty"
resulted in many Chicanos
being hired into federal
poverty programs and being
labeled by many Chicanos as
"coyotes"
and
"vendidos"
(sell-outs).
said
Herreda,
many
Thus,
Chicanos were involved in a phenomenon" of justifying
their own movement by not
supporting many of the individuals involved with
federal poverty agencies.
However, he stated there
of
movement
was
a
"exploitation" and cited
several organizations. Some of
these organizations such as

woo.

ailisso7m

NEED MONEY?

Factions at fault’

By RAMIRO ASENCIO
News
Community
ServicePolitics
of
maximum satisfaction and
limited effectiveness." That’s
Herreda,
Manuel
how
Chicano political activist,
views the efforts of Chicanos
in bringing about social
change through such factions
as El Partido do la Raze Unida
(La Raza Unida Party.)
Dellums, Edwards Intern
Herreda, who’s experience
in politics includes serving as
assistant and intern to
representatives
Ronald
Dellums. and Don Edwards,
said Chicano politics based on
a separate nationalistic attitude is not the way to bring
about effective change for
brown or poor people.
Speaking to a class on
Chicano politics recently at
San Jose State University,
Herreda cited tile Chicano
National Caucus, held April
21. and 22, last year in San
Jose. as a demonstration of
needed philosophical change
in Chicano politics.
many
Herreda
said
Chicanos were guilty of

tiled at the liegistu uns (1111i.e.
An appeal must be initiated
not later than 30 days from the
beginning of spring or fall
semester I allowing t he posting
of the original grade.
Now that John Doe has completed the necessary steps, the
professor is right back at the
same old question.
Is Doe’s original grade a
"clerical error" or is it an
afterthought?
What is to prevent him from
saying any grade was a
-clerical error?" Nothing.
"A letter grade may be
changed to any other letter
grade, or to ’incomplete,’ tithe
student qualifies. Changes.
except for clerical error, shall
not
be made to ’W’
(Withdrawal). ’AU’ (Audit), or
to non-traditional grades *CR’
(credit) or ’NC’ (no credit I.
"Non-traditional grades ’CR’
and ’NC’ may be changed loan
appropriate
non-traditional
symbol or to ’Incomplete if
the student qualifies. Changes
shall not be made to ’W.’ ’All.’
or to letter grades.
Audit (AU) symbols may
not be changed to any other
grading symbol. except (Vi’l

1755 So. Winchester Blvd.
(c.4. mnbeN shopping denten .
370-9191

SAVE UP TO

But America is more than
White, and the goal. said
Herreda, is to "weave"
together the efforts of all
peoples.
School board candidate

1299 EL CAMINO MOUNTAIN VIEW
OPEN TO 9 Pm MONDAY thru FRIDAY
SATURDAY 9 to 6 SUNDAY 10 to 5

9x9 FT.
TENTS

Candidate for the Governing
Board of the East side Union
High School District, Herreda
said "I’m going to keep
working with all people, there
is going to be a presence of
Brown people in the highest
positions."
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Herreda said during the last
ten years, the democratic
party had been "testing the
machinery" which could serve
as a model for a national third
party.
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News Review

Assembly gets
nonsmoker bill

DOM STEEPING IA

reg 11.1S, now 41.11
a lb.. reg 74.15, now 54.11
nor 59.19
3 lb

By JAN GUSTINA
Compiled from the Associated Press
SACRAMENTOThe Assembly Criminal Justice Committee
voted unanimously yesterday to send a 1973 "Nonsmokers’ Bill
of Rights" to the Assembly floor.
The author of the bill is John Briggs, R-Fullerton. His bill is AB
202.
The bill would make it a misdemenaor to fail to set aside
nonsmoking areas in restaurants serving over 50 people, hotels,
motels, hospitals, theatres, and public meeting facilities.
It would also give local government power to pass stiffer
nonsmoking regualtions completely barring smoking in
specified places if they chose to do so.
Before it was amended, the bill would have made it a
misdemeanor to smoke in a nonsmoking area.
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SAIGONU.S. planes began airlifting fuel yesterday into the
capital of Cambodia. The city has had its main supply routes cut
or harassed by Communist command forces.
The airlift was announced by the U.S. Embassy in Phnom Penh
and the Pentagon in Washington. In Phnom Penh an embassy
spokesman said that without fuel resupply the city would have
to shut down electricity generators and water pumps.
All major roads to the city have been severed for more than
three weeks by the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong despite massive U.S. air support
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Manuel Herreda
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Commission halts BART extension
SAN FRANCISCOThe stale Public Utilities Commission
ruled yesterday that Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) can not
extend service to San Francisco until the automatic system is
proven reliable.
The PVC said until BART meets regulations, it could not
extend service where trains would merge, diverge or cross.
The ruling bars any trans-bay service from the East San Francisco Bay Area to San Francisco until BART provides a satisfactory automatic train control system.
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U.S. sends fuel to Cambodia

LOS ANGELESA government prosecutor tried to prove
yesterday that Anthony Russo had read the Pentagon Papers
before he and Daniel Ellsberg copied them.
Russo said he had heard about the Pentagon study, but still
maintained that he had never seen it before copying it. He testified he did not read any of the volumes copied, but reproduced
them merely as a favor to Ellsberg.
Russo and Ellsberg are charged with espionage, conspiracy
and theft for copying the Pentagon documents.
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’Education is a game’

10
t---

Unorthodox teaching ’succeeds’

Dennis GaMola
Sharon Berner and students do problems on blackboard

ay CLARK BROOKS
Students often complain
about having to "play the
game" of education, In Susan
Rosenholtz’ fourth grade class
at Garden Gate school in
Cupertino. education is a game
and none of her students are
complaining.
Ms. Rosenholtz, a 1970
graduate of San lose State
University’s New College. has
set ups classroom atmosphere
which looks confusing. But a
visitor may soon discover it’s
actually a group of children
turned on to education.
When Ms. Rosenholtz began
teaching, the first thing she
did was replace the desks with
counters around the room’s
then
She
perimeter.
substituted padded IBM wire
spools for chairs.
Classroom procedures are
also unconventional. In the
morning, learning takes place

Bilingual non -Ed majors

Teacher interns sought
Non -education maims v.1/11
are seriously interested in
Spanish-speaking
teaching
children are invited to apply
bilingual -bicultural
a
for
teacher preparation program.
The program, a Teacher
Corps project. begins Poly Yin
Salinas. Applicants must hold
a bachelor’s degree and be
fluent in reading and writing
both Spanish and English.
Anyone with a teaching

cietleol ial is not eligible
During the 15-month project, the accepted teacher
interns will study. work and
live in the Salinas area. Each
intern will be paid $90 per
week )plus an allowance for
dependents) while receiving
"intensive on-the-job training
and study experience, and
gaining expertise in bilingual aceducation,"
bicultural
cording In a University of

FREE: all the dope you’ll
need for a Europe trip.

ject is "specifically focused on
improving the learning enof Chicano
vironment
students," the U.C. Extension
release stated.
The time of accepted interns
will be divided between
the
under
teaching
supervision of an experienced
teacher, taking university
classes and working with the
Chicano community. At the
end of the 15-month period,
interns will receive a
California standard secondary
teaching credential.

Laidig ma Isxtrosioon release.
persons may
Interested
write by April 20) to Dr.
Meliton Lopez, Teacher Corps
of
University
Director,
California. Santa Cruz, Calif.
95060.
The project is sponsored by
University of California
Extension, Santa Cruz; the
Salinas Union High School
District: and Salinas area
parents.
Funded by the United States
Office of Education, the pro-

at six ol dining comprising a
total of 30 activities.
The stations are creative
writing,
reading.
math,
language arts, art and logic.
Creative writing is the most
popular. Ms. Rosenholtz said.
Activities, which change
weekly, are based on games.
Some, such as "Dreamirf up a
Good Story." where a student
picks a story idea from the
pocket of a sleeping man, are
done individually.
Others, such as a magnetic
game,
where
tic-tac-toe
participants receive an "X- or
-0" for solving a math
problem, are competitive. Ms.
Rosenholtz
is
basically
against competition, but
believes it can be beneficial.
"It’s really important to
leach them how to lose." she
explained. "They don’t get uptight about it like they did at
first."
Students work at their own
pace and at the activities they
choose. Ms. Rosenholtz isn’t
worried about someone not
receiving a "well-rounded"
education.
"When a child is ready, he’ll
touch on new subjects. If he’s
not ready, you can’t force
him." she said.
The only text used regularly
is a math book, Ms. Rosenholtz
said. Students engage in a
daily math activity which involves the use of a text.
In the afternoon, students
participate in "encounter-type
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the children grasp concepts
quite well. At the request of
her principal, Ms. Rosenholtz
gave her students a progress
test toward the end of her first
year. Another class took the
same test to provide a comparison.
According to Patten, Ms.
Rosenholtz’ class averaged
two years growth. The other
class averaged slightly less
even though it was comprised
of so-called "gifted" students,
he said.
In her current class, Ms.
Rosenholtz has eight students

1111,81 hed is gil Intl.
were considered as
before this year.

4.1/44.1/4.....As

Sometimes students get
quite involved with an act ivit y. One girl worked
exclusively on a "novel- for a
month. Another syayed with a
word game until she had
constructed 203 words from
the base word "fantastic."

Volunteers
needed
The Sixth Annual California
Wheelchair
Games
needs
volunteers to help set up the
events for May 4, 5 and 6.
Events include, archery.
bowling,
table tennis,
billiards, darts, swimming.
slalom
races.
track and field,
and frisbee throws, according
to Steven loos of the San lose
Recreation
Parks
and
department.
Help is also needed in ticket
sales, information booths,
transportation. setting up
equipment, tabulation and
records.
Further information is
available from joos at 5782336 or 2711-2337.
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Levi’s Sta-Presr slacks.
It’s the Bay Area’s greatest
selection. It’s yours.
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"Kids in here will score
higher on I.Q. tests because
they move as fast as they want
to," she said. Once a student
has conquered an academic
procedure, he progresses to
the next level of th subject
rather than working 20 more
exercises in something he has
already learned.

PACK -UP & SKIP TOWN
THIS SUMMER
1ERL 1.. LILKAL PS1LHOLOta‘r

IN SCHOOL NEATNESS COUNTS

We specialize in used
typewriters $25.00-up

mutt. Nis Hoosentioliz said.
-This consists of discussing
things which bother the
children.
For example. if a student assumes the role of "Class bully,"
the problem is discussed at
this thime. New activities are
also planned during this
period.
Logic and cretivity are the
curriculum, while the class is
based on social interaction
rather than reading and
writing, Ms. Rosenholtz said.
"In
regular classrooms,
interaction is in the
background: discouraged in
fact. Here it’s in the
foreground," she said. "The
kids have to be aware of them
selves and others before thev
can learn anything."
Bill Patten, the school principle, is pleased with Ms.
Rosenholtz’ classroom, but
this wasn’t always the case.
He nearly dismissed her two
years ago.
"She came close to getting
fired because she lost control
of her class. It even affected
her health," he said. "Su I
transferred her from the sixth
to the fourth grade where the
kids could better adapt; there
she has been a booming
success."
Ms. Rosenholtz does not
give tests in the traditional
sense. Instead, she administers ungraded "checks"
to see if her students are grasping academic concepts.
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Astral Slalom 11 FOcIrT1
185 00
Astral Slalom Norio
10 56
Astral Racer Foam
110 00
Astral Racer Sort it
150 00
Astral Pro Foam
14600
Astral Pro Norio
130 00
Astral STD Foam
10 2
Astral STD Nor’it
10000
Astral Ladies [Soria
100 00
Astral Ladies Foam
120 00
Velox F0.111
95 00
Velox Slit
70 00
Lobes 8, o
goo 90 00
65 00
50 00

Now
$169.99
169 99
159.99
149.99
134.99
129.99
119.99
104.99
9299
92.99
104.99
74.99
64.99
71 99
59.00
42.99

HESCHUNG "The

French Team Boot"
Now
S 1 /5 00
$139.99
85 00
54.99
80 00
54.99

RAICHLE
Speed Freak
Poly Jet STD Foam

195 00
135 00

134 99
109 99

LOWA
Hit 3 t, ro s
Pn

125 00
150 00

89 99
119 99

TRAPPEUR
135 00

114 99

SAN MARCO
Straw

8000

59.99

/K1111G
’TILJUI1E!
11(11
Kastle (Pm ’73

’

OPEN DAILY 10 9
10 Ii
"1 SUNDAY APR I

METAL SKI PACKAGE
Ski
$110.00 190 cm 205crn
Bindings
56.00 Americana
10.00 Tomic Ultra Lite
Poles
Reg $176.00
Now $9999

KASTLE CPM’72

OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE

CPM TI
(210 cm only)
OM Special
Toneless
Rally "4"
Strait

DEMO/RENTAL SKIS
NOW ON SALE!!

$18500
$ 99.99
113.99
170.00
69.99
120.00
49.99
75.00
29.99
50.00
SPALDING ’73 2 Year Guarantee
$159.99
For midable
$700.00
11999
150.00
Mystery
107.99
135.00
Spectal
69.99
95.00
Chapral
64.99
GM Compound ’72 115.00
74.99
145 00
GS Starboard ’72

VOLK L’73
Explosoun
Zebra
Explorer
Total
Firooloorrl
Si WC.’

HART ’73
King
Compeotton
Rook
Oueen
Pawn

USED SKIS
J

FAMOUS MAKE AUSTRIAN

Now
Model
$139.99
CPM Grand Lux
20000
128.99
$185.00
CPM Ti
107.99
160.00
CPM ’70
104.99
150.00
CPM Cobra
104.99
150.00
La F emMe
sizes
all
HUGE INVENTORY... Most
available’!1

S27500
175.00
125.00

BLIZZARD ’73
lond ANY MOUNTAIN LTD Inca
red one block month
F leeway 280 off
’,aratoga Sunnyvale lid Jun look for OW
14h domed roof The address is 20630
Valley Green Dover Cupertino and our
or, 2655665 255 6162

PACKAGE/

$199.99
119 99
84 99

5180 00
160 00
105 00

$144.99
119.99
79.99

$19500
175 00
140 00
130 00
120 00

5149.99
134.99
104.99
104.99
89 99

From

4 99

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES

20% OF F

BinDinGs
Rey

Marker RotomatSimplex DL
$ 51 00
Americana Total
Release Binding 56.00
NEW ’74 PRICES
Salomon 502/505 $ 70 00
Salomon 444
50 00
Look Nevada/
Grand Prix
1000

Now

34.99
44.99
NOW
56.99
35.99
58.99

Amal
BUY NOW AND SAVE
PRICES WILL BE UP, UP, UP
IN ’74
SAVE 20 TO 50%
ON PARKAS, SWEATERS,
PANTS, WARM-UPS,
ACCESSORIES,
ETC.
ASOF

MAY 1St

rinv mounTam
IS NOT ONLY SKIING
BUT
BACKPACKING WITH
Sierra Designs
Koh,/ Packs
Lowa Bouts
Vas, tie Boots

Nordica Boots
Woolnch
Denali
bier Mountain

TENNIS WITH
Head Metal Rackets
Wilson

POLES
Tomic Ultra Lite
Tomic Jet Grip
Dual Tapei
Tomic To Color
Tomic Delos
Dual Taper

Reg
$10.00

Now
It 6.99

17,00
18.00

11.99
13.99

25.00

17.99

Davis
Arbtlas

EVERYDAY TENNIS SPECIAL
F
57 98 D07
52 79 Can

v.
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’Nude cake popper’

Brandy shows talents
By DON GIOYANNINI
Brandy, you’re fine girl,
What a good wife you would
be."
Looking Glass
Fine girl, good wife, even a
great nude cake popper and
dancer. Well. at least the
latter is what the young men
are saying after viewing San
loses sexsation, Brandy.
Brandy has been making
quite a name for herself both
locally and nationally of late.
She has been featured in the
San lose Mercury News, the
"Whets My Line" television
show, and is in Playboy’s
Potpourri section in the July
issue.
Her most recent claim to
notoriety is the $13,250 suit
she filed in Santa Clara
County Superior Court
March 26.
charges
suit
The
"negligence" on the part of
TWA. It seems that Brandy’s
$730 dollar cake was lost
somewhere between New
York and San Francisco,
causing her losses in wages
and emotional distress.
Brandy got her start right
here in beautiful downtown
San lose. She began as a
model, and then became a little more liberated appearing
at nudie beaches.
Brandy appears at private
parties as the San lose State
University dorms can attest.

Amazingly enough, she
does hercake popping trick
an average of twice a day for
$35 an hour or $50 for two
hours.
Brandy has been doing her
thing now for only about a
year, and at the age of 33 she
hardly shows it, other than a
couple of tell -tale stretch
marks on her stomach.
But there’s a lot more to
this pretty young Ms. than
meets the eye, if one can take
one’s eyes off her.
"God created the body and
people shouldn’t be ashamed
of his artwork," Brandy
proclaimed.
"I was petrified when I
first started out, but after I
got my head together I
realized that this sort of
thing is much better than a
nine to five job." she went on
to say.
"Most girls are really
scared, but what I’m doing is
such a natural thing, I’m
anything from being scared
anymore." Brandy said.
Performing for small
parties is what brings out the
best in her.
She makes it pretty difficult for the males not to like
her. An exotic love dance is
part of her repertoire; she
supplies everything for her
male partners short of a trip
to Kit Kat ranch.
Also on the agenda is some

naked bare back riding on
the party goers to a western
tune.
Brandy feels that lust
making people happy is
great, and with a little help
trona a lot of beer the happiness abounds.
She attended Brigham

Young University for two
years until she ran out 01
money. She worked ai
several jobs before linen
discovering her calling. She
now resides somewhere in
the San lose area. but her address is classified information.

Wad. Howell

’Batter than a Wilt to Ilya job.’

4444,1

Experience in movement seen
in Dance Theater ’73 program
By NANCY BAKER
Dance Theater ’73 was an
educational
experience
in

movement as well as III idea
during last Friday’s evening
dance studio performance.

The 12 dances ranged from
simple to complex, with an unfortunate over-emphasis on
modern. The two folk and jazz
numbers were enjoyable
variations.
Some of the dances were
weak; either in choreography
or in execution, but some
reflected a professional polish.
most
the
Perhaps
sophisiticated was "Blood
Swan," a modern number
based upon a Finnish legend of
the swan who guards the
island Hell. Movements were
all executed especially the innovative bird-like motions
which broke from the standard flapping of arms found in
another dance. "Flight."

Expressive, sophisticated ’Blood Swan.

Dance styles varied with the
primitive folk rhythms in the
pig sacrifice modern dance.
With flute and drum building
to a climax, the ritual of hunting and sacrificing a pig
deeply involved the audience.
"Yellow Peril," a sharp
satire clothed in humor, also
involved the audience. Presenting social comment on the
Asian stereotypes in modern
complex
the
America,
dramatic dance was even more

stun e
non -dance
ellective
students were the performers.
Compelling sensual rhythm
in the Rec Russlell jazz, folk
excitement in the Hungarian
intriguing
and
medley,
in
continual
patterns
movement were explored in
the concert.
The costume of each dancer
was well-matched for the
number, from the bright
jumpsuits, sweatpants. and
leathers to straight leotards.
Technical
effectiveness
varied. The Asian dance
suffered from sloppy sound
and lighting, although several
other dances were handled
with skill.
Directed by Mina Garman
and Carol Haws, members of
the dance faculty, it presented
an interesting insight into
dance and communication
with an audience.

El RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Haled Ii

Steve McQueen
"THE GETAWAY"
BOOK OF NUMBERS

TROPICAIRE I
7I

And this is possibly why the
Mitchell Brothers’ production
was busted by the San Mateo
Police Department twice in
one week last month at the
Palm Theater for obscenity
violations.
With the exception of an
artistic slow-motion part and
some good background music,
the film’s creativity ceases
after a young girl. star Marilyn
Chambers, is abducted and
taken to a sex club where a
lady soothes the girl’s fears
with the movie’s only
meaningful dialogue.
The girl then leads off what
is nothing more than a good.
old-fashioned orgy among the
club’s members, who include a
comical fat lady who
surprisingly isn’t rejected.
The orgy, being a portrayal

1111

ALL SEATS
31.00

1,0wcairmw raw pOW
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dramatic, almost emotional,
entrance to an eerie, cryptic
number that could be played
as background music for a
high-strung person stepping
into a haunted castle or a
corpse- stealer stalking the
graveyard at the strike of
twelve.
Epic-like in its arrangement
and
presentation.
"Sanctuary" offers a voyage of
discovery into the unknown
areas of celestial, terrestrial
or spiritual life.
Equal in imagery is
"Resolution," a masterful song
that depicts what might be a
tribal march in progress. The
shadow of human battle and
impending doom
hang
gloomily over the song.
The only cut not written by
McLaughlin, "Miles Beyond,"
carries enough sheer bass
"heaviness" and impeccable
guitar work to transcend the
best work of contemporary or
defunct acid -rock groups.
Written by Miles Davis, the
piece is at times throbbing and
feverish or gentle and soft as it
moves from the extremes of
rock with ease.
"Thousand Island Park"
begins cautiously and hesitatingly, as if the musicians are
breaking into a jam session,
and then progresses into an
animated arrangement that
seems to have the delicate
guitar and keyboard music
being chased about by the

KKUP show
studies rape
KKUP radio will present "I
am Woman" with Tess
Penden, beginning today from
11 a.m, to noon.
The premier program will
have two members of Women
Against Rape 1WARI who will
discuss the subject of rape.

Kung
-FIVE FINGERS OF
DEATH"
ENGENCE OF Ft: M
CH U"
alt color show

SAYSHORE
Keek-Exclusive San Jo.,
Drive-In Showing
Jack Lemmon
"SAVE THE TIGER"
WAI IFK MAIDAU
"PETE ’N TILLIE"
bits

r ’W

61
"At ’4;1

FRIDAY NITE
APRIL 13th

Calendar
Tue 10 Elvis Duck
Wed 11 Snail
Thu 12 Snail

1ST AND ONLY TIME TOGETHER

Fri
13 Elvis Duck
Sat
14 Elvis Duck
Sun
15 Alice Stewart

GEORGE HARRISON

Mon 16 Freddie King
Tue 17 Elvis Duck
Wed 18 Snail
Thu 19 Sal Valentino
Fri 20 Snail
Snail
Sat 21

THE CONCERT FOR
BANGLADESH
AND

The GRATEFUL DEAD
374-4000

30 So. Central Campbell
No Cover Sun -Wed

domineering bass-pi
Laird.
the
makes
What
Mahavishnu Orchestra so unique on this album is their ap-

Is,
music. They
p000 Is
sacrifice self -adulation and
ego-tripping
solos
for a
textures blend of TIMM rich in
its complexity.

BAN JOSE

GrHEATRE

GUILD

presents

The Tavern
by
George M. Cohan
melodrama-comedy-myster
April 6.7. 13, 14, 20.21
Montgomery Theatre
Student Adm: $1.50
Curtain time: 8:30 p.m.
saIl 272-1855 for information

Amateur
Topless!!
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
$25 to winner
$15 all participants
Ali PARTICIPANTS SHOI I
734-1454

( AI I

1111.1SS 11.111,
760 MT. VIEW -AL VISO RD.
I’ ill and Part -1 tint. Po%ition.. (Open

SUMMER’ 73
CHARTERS!!
THE

ROUND TRIP $279.00

FOLLOW1NO CHARTERS Ala: AVAIL \Mi.: ON 1.1 TO STUDENTS.
EMPLOYEES. FACULTY, AND THEIR IMMO’ \IF FAMILY MEMBERS.
SINCE ONLY 42 SEATS HAVE BEEN RESEIIV VP FOR THE SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY MEMBERS ON EACH or -I
koLLOWING FLIGHTS.
It
SPACE IS LIMITED AND EARLY RESETIV
w11.1. BE NECESSARY.
ALL FLIGHTS ARE ON SATURN AIRWAYs IX s JET EQUIPMENT
ALL DEPARTURES FROM: OAKLAND INTL. AIRPORT (OAK)
ALL RETURNS ARE FROM: BRUSSELS INTL. AIRPORT (BM

=421B
(73 DAYS)

=423B
(74 DAYS)

=924C
(29 DAYS)

=425B
(48 DAYS)

DEP: JUNE 18 OAK BRU 8279.00
RET: AUG. 29 BRU ’OAK
OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 25 OAK BRU
RET: JULY 23 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 26 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 12 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 21
RET: SEP. 2

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JULY 9 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 20 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JULY 16 OAK BRIT
RET: AUG. 8 BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP. JULY 23 OAK BRIJ
RET: AUG. 19 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 2
RET: SEP. 3

OAK BRI J
BRU OAK

279.00

(33 DAYS)

432C
(33 DAYS)

DEP: AUG. 9 OAK BRU
RET: SEP. 10 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 13
RET: SEP. 12

279.00

=426D DEP: JULY 2
(3sDAys) RET: AUG. 5
427C
(43 DAYS1

=429B
(24 DAYSo
.ri-430C
(28 DAYS)

–.431D

C.s:011:01v111:13030PPMM

IPILMOAC

TROPICAIRE II

that shows .nothing is new
under the pornographic sun.
One thing that does separate
"’I’he Green Door" from
typical "smokers" or stag films
is the avoidance of bestiality,
necrophilia, sodomy, child
molestation, and other such
perversions.
Another area where it fails
to offer anything different
from most flicks, X-rated or
not, is in women’s rights.

1111_111111MWOAVII

InnuinA

H Week-Exclusive San Jos,
Dove-1n Showing

JUDGE ROY BEAN’’
Walt Disney’s
"SWORD IN THE STONE-

’sex is sex’ in pornographic films
By JACK DICKINSON
The pornographic film
"Behind the Green Door is
billed as unique among such
flicks in two ways.
It does feature the debut of
the first professional at hlete to
perform in a porno movie, Ben
Davidson, defensive lineman
of the Oakland Raiders (relax,
Commissioner Rozelle. He
keeps his clothes on in his bit
part).
However, its second
claimthat the "Green Door"
elevates porno flicks from
simple stag films too creative
stageleaves something to be
desired.
The film encounters a
problem that will forever
plague skin flicks that try to
do something different. Sex is
sex, any way its looked at.

By MARK HEILMAN
Entertainment Ed.
(tut ol chaos come the most
mysterious,
frightening,
puzzling
and
imaginative
sounds of music. Rarely are
the composers of such music
able to direct the wild forces,
but the few who succeed
deserve special attention.
For
example,
the
Mahavishnu Orchestra.
On their latest album. "Birds
of Fire," inc group creates
magical
and
mystical
moments of music. They combine many of the patterns of
established musicjazz, rock,
Eastern. Western, classical
and elect ronicinto their own
highly inventive style and
accelerate the mix until it
explodes with fury.
The multi -national orchestra is headed by British
guitarist John McLaughlin and
includes American violinist
leery Goodman. Irish bassist
Rick Laird and Panamanian
Billy Cobham on percussion.
The variation of national
origins gives the Orchestra its
broad, difficult -to-define style
of improvisation. Within the
various album cuts can be
found traces of rhythmic
Africa, classical Europe or the
spiritual Orient.
Owing a great deal toils jazz
roots. "Birds of Fire" is a very
loose, almost disconnected
album that pulses with each
note. From the primitive
"Resolution" to the spacey
"Sapphire Bullets of Pure
Love." the songs burst with
energy.
The title cut, "Birds of Fire,"
quickly moves into the
frenzied pace that dominates
the album. McLaughlin’s
superb guitar work is crystal
clear and easily peaks above
the fine accompaniment of
Cobham and Goodman.
In "Sanctuary," violinist
Gooctrna n is pens with a

all color show

’LIFE & TIMES OF

’Behind the Green Door’ proves

Magical sounds explode
from Mahavishnu album

=433A
(31 DAYS)

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

3 OAK BRU 279.00
26 BRU OAK
C.A.B. REGULATIONS PERMIT UP TO 5’; OF EACH
CHARTER FLIGHT TO BE BOOKED ON A ONE WAY
BASIS. ONE WAY CHARTER COST s;189,00.
=435A DEP: SEP.
(2.1 nAvs) RET: SEP.

1,1,1
I .0.1
These fares are hosed on the tinf rata .liare id the
actual number loath. wont,
incrulhe. or clecriava. depentline
liii
slii
flight All talc-- inclit/Ic an adman...I tat cm cf

to an
111,11.11
*Atli individual

ii,’

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL. WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET SAN JOSE CALIF

Phone 287-2070
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Tapes, movies used
\1

’1*
Paul Dunn

Self learning

Self-paced learning starts
By CHARLOTTE BRADFORD
Dr. Maria Montessori introduced self -paced learning
to the American school system
at the turn ul the century. and
now 73 years later, the
California State University
system is implementing what
it calls a new innovation, selfpaced learning.
Sell -paced innovative
learning funded by the state
since 1969 in its pilot projects
is expected lobe the standard
form of learning in the stale
system by the 19805, said Dr.
Ron McBeath, director of
Instructional Resources.
There are 29 labs using sellpaced learning at SIMI. One at
these learning labs is Botany I
tieing taught by Dr. lane Chen

qt.
A student takes a midterm examination in one of San Jose State
University, new self -paced learning programs The material for
the midterm is taken from objectives outlined in a tape

who calls her lab an audio
tutorial (AT] program because
of the methods and media she
uses.

Dr. Chen said, "In this Al
program the student can increase his efficiency and the
instructor can he tree for one
to one interaction with individual students.
She said, she and Dr. Clifford Schmidt write the script
el the lecture to coincide with
the audio-visual material.
The students use cassette
tapes with earphones for the
lectures, and are taught to run
a mini -projector for use in
movies about the subject
matter, she said.
She explained a mini Tv,
microscope. cassette recorder

Diver’s hobby is productive, too

Beta Research studies sea’s secrets
If you were a fish sth Mum no
in the sea, one of the lem
human beings you wouhln
mind meeting would I,’ni
Research diver.
All 15 active members ot lot
non-profit organization. Het,.
Research, are dedicated ii
ding out about the I 11,11.111,1it
the sea,
Instead of killing !loll anti
or loud, ur
sea animals

..itoessi% damaging the sea’s
divers of Beta
ei.ology
Kesearch work together to untold nature’s mysteries.
Beta Research was intorporated in 1968 as a scient, and educational
[titration. Director of the
iiiizanization is physicist. Dens R. Nichols. 4150
Pepped rep I.ane.
Research members con -

alder their work a serious hobby. each one spending as much
time on projects as his time
allows.
Former San lase State
Larry
student
University
Leopold, obtained his masters
degree at SIS1.1 in marine
geology with assistance from
Beta Research.
The group is composed of
approximately 50 per cent

professional scientists and 50
per cent students and other
interested persons.
Beta Research members
attending SISL1 include: Steve
Allschul, junior biology major:
Denise Delevran, senior
biology major; Sue Dunham.
junior; Mike Gordon, biology
graduate student; Vickie Teas,
senior chemistry major and
senior
Wakeman.
Terry

Faus receives appointment,
Humanities and Arts dean
By DEBBIE TERES1
Warren W. Faus. a long-time
professor of art and former
chairman of the Art
Department at San lose State
University. has been named
dean of the school of
Humanities and the Arts by
President john H. Bunzel.
The appointment becomes
effective immediately. Faus,
54, has been acting dean of the
school since last September.
Or. Bunzel made the Fails
upon the
appointment
recommendation of a special
selection committee which
canseveral
interviewed
didates.
the
announcing
In
promotion. Dr. Bunzel said,
"Professor Fat’s’ contributions
to the university since he
joined the faculty 27 years ago
have been invaluable. He is
one of the finest personal have
ever known in academic life,
and I am delighted to name
him permanent dean of the
School of Humanities and the
Arts."
A well-known Asian art historian. Dean Fans also paints
and has exhibited his
watercolors at the DeYoung
Museum and the California
Palace of the Legion of Honor
in San Francisco.
As dean of the School of
Humanities and the Arts, Fails
will oversee all of the
university’s departments and
programs including American
studies, art. drama, English,
foreign languages, and
humanities.
The school has a total
student enrollment of 3.924
and a full-time I acuity of 250.
Faus joined the university’s
Art Department In 1946. He

Warren Faus

Spartnguide
rude,
SISI
Concert

1.hoir

I

lurr

I iiu, num,.

SVIA

US

I Ii.

(lef)di iinent’s

chairman from 1960-87, a
period during which the
its
witnessed
department
greatest growth in numbers
and professional reputation.
He also played a significant
role in the planning of the art
building, built in 1959, and
argued for an art gallery
facility in the new building.
The state of California had
never approved an art gallery
on any state college campus,
but Fans’ arguments prevailed
and the art gallery set a
for
the entire
precedent
system.
He served two years as the
first gallery director while he
was president of the Western
Association of Art Museums.
He was the first college art
gallery director to be elected to
the presidency of that association of 150 museums.
Faus has also served for one
year as associate dean of the
School of Humanities and the
Arts.
He has played along and acrole in the Society for
Asian Art which provided
leadership in the successful effort to secure the Avery Brundage collection of Oriental art
for the DeYoung Museum.
tive

A native of Montana. Faus
received his B.S. degree from
Montana Stale University and
his M.A. degree from Stanford
Universit y.
He is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, national honor society.
and Delta Phi Delta, national
art honor society.
Fails and his is

ile’resplit in

Los Gatos.

biology major.
Monthly meetings are held
at Nichols’ home where
members discuss upcoming
projects. Members are assigned to projects which
interest them most.
Examples of projects include studies of fish in one
particular area, underwater
photography, studies of the
geology of an area, studies of
various
sea animals and
studies of ocean currents.
Members pay annual dues of
$12 after their initial $15 lee. It
is this money, along with conlarge
from
ri but ions
corporations, which finances
the activities of Beta Research.
Because its members are not
paid. Beta Research is able to
undertake projects which
other laboratories might not
even think of. Members contribute their talents because
they enjoy the work, and they
know their efforts are combined with efforts of others
towards a common goal.
Members receive several
publications dealing with the
ocean environment, along
with a membership card entitling them to free admission
into some state beach parks.
Although there are only 15
active members in Beta
Research, there are many
others who are active with less
consistency. The organization
encourages both types of
members.
Beta Research owns two
twin-hulled catamaran -type
boats and some Boston
Whalers. The group also has
access to a 50-foot boat and a
93-foot boat for deep sea work
and equipment such as scanning electronic microscopes
and mass spectrometers.

and book rack for the text are
in ech cubicle.
Around the room are set-up
demonstrations such as algae
in
peiri
dishes, many
aquariums, life cycle mini projectors and a controlledenvironment machine with
llourescent, incandescent and
for
controls
humidity
student’s use, she said.
De. Chen eatd."This is called
self-paced learning because
the student can listen to. lecture and concentrate on the
material
without
subject
interruption, and if a student
does not understand the lecture he can listen to the tape
repeatedly until he feels satislied before he goes on to the
next step as instructed on the
tape."
Dr. Chen said the ATsystem
is a learning method that increases learning skill.
"With this method we have a
Lecture, lab correlated form of
learning which is not done in
other met hods. "We combine everything the
student is to learn for the week
into the cassette tape," she
said.
When the tape is available,
the student goes at his own
rate of speed. At any point
that he is finished, he is done
for the week because we cover
a new subject each week.
An instructor is scheduled
to be in the laboratory from
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. each
Tuesday and Thursday.
A student survey was done
last semester in regard to this
system. The freshmen were
about
the
ambivalent
program, but the juniors and
seniors perfer this mode of
teaching because they can see
their progress, she said.
"When we originally set up
the program the staff worked
nights and week -ends. We had

The advantage to learning
with this method, she believes.
IS that the tape is not gosspy.
l’he instructor does not go off
on a tangent as is commonly
done in lecture classrooms.
The tape has a list of objectives stated, which guide a
student through the material.

"The students have
midterms taken from the objectives which are outlined in
each lecture tape," she said.
"therefore the objectives are
critical to success."

STUDENT DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

24 HOUR SERVICE
a
4,50,1 *010 Mt
1001(14001.11MOultS I. VIM

66 So FIRS! st Ooginionn Sin bId
11(1115(0111 AV( afillea Giro
San Jose
9950 REDWOOD a
111 UM( (Sat AVE Pale Alto

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

ENJOY THIS VACATION WITH A

10 SPEED
BICYCLE
11:1

PISCE AN
PIS

Internships
open for fall
Population Instil IS I., 0
non-profit organization, will
sponsor governmental
internships, to student for fall
1973.
’Students will work in their
colleges with state legislators
to
investigate
population
related issues.
The institute will pay each
intern a $300 salary and cover
most travel and research
costs. Students may also
receive academic credits for
their work.
Institute, Intern Program. 100
Maryland
Ave.,
N.E..
Washington. D.C. 20002.

as low as
Top quality, full feature bikes
Choose from Regina, Magnett or
Piscean

$63.00

The

IF YOU PREFER INDOOR SPORTS CHECK
LOVE
WATERBEDS
OUR
OUT
OILS. PUFFS AND FUR BEDSPREADS
FACTORY SHOWROOM
331 N FIRST STREET
DOWNTOWN S.J 287-7030

it6e6

Guide jobs
is
Enterprises
Odessey
looking for summer tour
guides for trips to Hawaii, the
Grand Canyon and other
areas. The pay per tour is $185
plus free food, loding and
travel fare.
Hair length is not important.
and period of service can be
any length. job requirements
are good health, average
and
pleasant
intelligence
personality.
Additional information can
be written for at Summer jobs,
Odyssey Enterprises, Box
1041, Castroville. Calif..
95012.

l’here is no schedule in the
learning laboratory. The
student comes in any time on
his own time and works at his
own pace. "We do have a discussion group lab two hours
per week," she stated.
The students are required to
write a scientific paper in the
course. About 16 students go
as a group to the library with
an instructor to learn the steps
necessary in writing a scientific paper.
The learning labs offer a
cozy small group condition.
she said.
Dr. Chen added, "We have
three stall members and two
graduate students in the
learning labs on a rotating
schedule, so there is always in
instructor available for individual help."

to prepare 14 tapes for 14
she
work.’
of
weeks
commented.
"Dr. Clifford Schmidt
prepared nine of the lecture
tapes and I prepared live," she
said. -Each tape required 60 to
70 hours of work."

weal

A

ALSO STORES IN SAN JOSE
294-1455
CUPERTINO 996-1413
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study
a language

this summer

in Monterey

Cool summer days, the great natural beauty and
cultural traditions of the Monterey Peninsula form an
ideal setting for language Warning at the Monterey
Institute of Foreign Studies, a fully accredited,
private liberal arts college
Intensive training is offered in basic language skills by a
faculty composed exclusively of native speakers. Special
emphasis is placed on conversation Small classes provide
a rare opportunity for personalqed instruction
PROGRAM I: Elementary Intermediate
(16 semester units)
Open to all students interested in acquiring a basic
knowledge of the language
PROGRAM It: Intermediate Advanced
(14 semester units)
Open to students who have completed one year of
or the equivalent
study,
college level language
(Not offered in Chinese or Japanese I

ARABIC
CHINESE
FRENCH
GERMAN
ITALIAN
JAPANESE
PORTUGUESE
RUSSIAN
SPANISH
ESL
nrollment Is limited so send
full information TODAY .
To

Dean of Admissions

Monterey
10 weeks Institute
June18 to of Foreign
August 25 Studies
P ()
1918 ()cut S
Monterey. CA 93940

by

PAPER MATE

FLAI R I

now in 12
emotionallycharged colors

49(
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
ONLY

Writes more than
a mile
Three ink colors
Medium or fine
point
fREE
th
ft-4%11
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SJSU looking for relief

Cards rip Spartans
By 1011N B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
’the lob at a good relict pitcher is to clear the bases and
get his team out of an inning.
Reliever Tim Cunningham
of the Spartan varsity
baseball team did just that
yesterday against Stanford
University
in a non conference game at Municipal
Stadium.
And, in just that order.
With the Cardinals scoring
two runs off starter Roger
Whitley to erase the brief 1-0
Spartan lead in the top of the
fourth inning. coach Gene
Menges decided that it was
time to stop such nonsense and
brought in Cunningham.
l’he senior righthander from
the

Roger Woo

Strike three

Reese

Super soph, JEFF GINGRICH,
Is about to deliver a third strike
to UC-Santa Barbara infielder
CRAIG CLARK.

WOO

Congratulations

_

r14*’
7r..71,13.
.:00.i, 7

After his 5-3 victory over the
Gauchos. GINGRICH (I)
receives a ’well-done from
teammate ROB BRASSEA.

Frosh lose two
in scoring fiasco
By JUANITA LEBUS
The funniest thing that
happened at yesterday’s
freshmen baseball game was
the homeplate umpire didn’t
show up until the second inning.
The saddest thing about
yesterday’s doubleheader
against the Stanford frosh was
the Spartababes lost two
again. SISU dropped two to
the Cardinals last Tuesday.

OS:
4.45
-2.:1;.r4;-lar144,10,;/::,’
tat+,,in

51511 dropped the first game
7-4 with pitcher Steve
Gordon-Forbes picking up the
loss. He pitched seven innings,
giving up nine hits, while
striking out eight and walking
only one Cardinal batter.
The Spartababes four runs
came on six hits. First
baseman Rod Cardin tagged
one out of the park in the sixth
inning with the bases empty.

7

Close, but...

third
baseman
MARK
CARROLL is ready to apply the
tag
to
Gaucho TONY
TORRES. The Spartan won
two of three from UCSB.

Bob Dotowy

Cori, et. al. capture
karate championship
To win two consecutive
championships may seem impossible, but for San lose State
expert
karate
University
Robert Cori, it’s a reality.
Cori captained a black belt
mixed team to first place last
weekend in the 10th annual
ChamState
California
pionship in the San irancisco
Civic Auditorium.
The black belt mixed team of
Sieve Capussen, ferry Gooch,
I on Delezene and Sarah Jones

outfought 13 groups to win the
rembukai team title.
Cori lost his bid for the individual title as he was
defeated in the semi-finals.
A week before, Cori and
Terry Ellis took first place al
the Midwest National Championships in Chicago.
The two black belts will he
preparing themselves for a
meet in Mexico City in which
they will be the only U.S. team
performing.

lour singles in that big inning
SISU came back in the
second with third baseman
Jesse Tamez hitting one out,
scoring Cardin who got on
with a two-bagger.
In the third, catcher Bill Espino homered with two men
on, bringing the score to 9-5.
Stanford scored one in the
fourth and four more in the fifth. SISU totaled two in the
fifth and four in the sixth. The
Cardinals finished their game
with a homerun in the seventh
off relief pitcher Rene Trevino
who came in during the sixth
inning.

Irvine walked the last hatter
he laced and then yielded a
three-run homerun to his pitching opponent. Make Higgins,
clearing the bases.
Just for good measure,
however, Cunningham threw
another gopher pitch that
lreshman shortstop Steve
Davis hammered over the left
field fence.
He then retired the next two
Cardinal hitters and the
Spartans were out of the inning. And, out of the game.
Scoring six runs in the
fourth, the Cardinals went on
to dump the Spartan nine. 7-2,
before nearly one hundred
tans. most more interested in
the sun than the game.
It was the second defeat ins
row to Stanford this year for

Linkmen win big;
top Cards 161/2-101/2
rhe Spartan golf team, getting hot like the weather,
dumped the Stanford
Cardinals last Monday by the
score of 18 1/2-101/2.
Phil Barry led the linkmen
with a 69 on the San Jose
Country Club layout.
The golfers have now beaten
Stanford 17 out of the last 23
times with two ties.
Dean May and Don Thames
both shot rounds of 70, as the
weather has provided the
golfers with more time to get
their games together.
"We’ve had enough warm
weather to play and practice
which has given us more consistent scores." said coach
terry Vroom.
Last Friday the golfers
finished second in a a field of
nine in the Pacific Tournament
with a team score of 587. Mark
lye shot 70-73-143 for individual medalist honors.

The golfers will be
competing in the Fresno Classic
tomorrow
through
Salto-day in Fresno.

PARKING
TUNE-UP

SILVA

Greg Rowe, shortstop turned-pitcher, came in to
relieve Parsons. By the time
the first inning was over, 13
Cardinals saw action, six more
runs scored with two being
charged to Parsons. and three
,nore hits. Stanford had a
iiiimerun, a triple, a double and

The frosh see action this
weekend against the Santa
Clara
University
frosh.
Friday’s game will be at the
Bronco’s field beginning at
2:30 p.m.
Saturday’s
doubleheader will be played
on the Spartan Diamond
starting at noon.

PRE -LAW STUDENTS
Register now for July or Oct. LSAT review course to
maximize your LSAT score.
Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques used
successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.

COST: $75
Course for July 28 LSAT starts July 11. Course tor Oct.
20 LSAT starts Oct. 3.
t or complete information call tocI51415) 2.54-7045 or write
PO Bus 54 Orinda, Cs. 94563.

TIRES
BATTERIES

gINNIE
SINCE 1936
/8 S 4th - close to CSUSJ library

rat]

You’ve come to the
right place
We v..
[] Oil Color Brushes
n Water Color Brushes
El Bamboo Brushes
n Sky Brushes
El Lettering Brushes
E One -Stroke Brushes
n Fan Brushes
n Photo -Retouch
Brushes
fl Quilt Brushes

The brush you’ve been
looking for is probably
on one of our shelves
Stop in and browse
around. we carry a complete selection of the
finest artists’ materials
in town.

paint
son Joie
wallpaper co.
and
78 Valley Fair
Son Joie248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd.
Mt.View-941-3600

RELAX

Cardin had a big day having
five hits in seven trips to the
plate. Second baseman. Paul
Guillian, committed two
errors in each game.
In passed action, the
Spartababes dropped a single
game to San Jose City College
last Saturday 3-1, in a nonleague contest.

now 2-2 on the year.
The loss was given to
Whitley, now 1-2.
Today. the Spartans travel
to the PAL field, off Story
Road for a game with the
University of San Francisco.
Coach Menges will start
tumor Kris Sorenson against
the Dons

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS

Final totals saw Stanford
with 17 runs off 15 hits, and
SISU with 13 runs on 13 hits.

The second game, which
SISU dropped 17-11, was a
fiasco. Buddy Parsons (1-3j
started for the Spartans. He
was taken out in the first, with
no outs, yet having given up
three runs on four hits.

the Spartans, having lost at
Stanford 1-0 in 10 innings in
early March.
’the Spartans scored first
yesterday. Centerfielder Rick
Pitney cracked a triple in the
third and short stop Rob
Brasses followed with a single
to left. scoring Pitney.
After the Cardinals scored
six in the fourth, SISI countered with its last run ih
the bottom of the inning when
Chuck Gehnke and Dan
each doubled.
Coach Gene Menges was
somewhat less than pleased
with his teams’ performance.
The Spartans committed five
errors in the contest, two in the
fourth and two more in the
sixth when the Cardinals
tallied their last run of the day.
"The game was disgraceful."
said the Spartan mentor. "I
don’t know what they (his
playersi were thinking about
out there but it wasn’t
baseball."
Stanford’s Davis led all
hitters at the plate with three
hits in five appearances. The
6-foot -1 shortstop prepped at
Campbell High School before
enrolling at Stanford last fall.
The victory went to Stan lord starter Mike Higgins,

and enjoy a good book
Bestsellers-Paperbacks

Avon $1.95
*OPEN MARRIAGE, by O’Neill & O’Neill
Avon 1.50
*JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL, by Bach
Bantam 1.25
*CHARIOTS OF THE GODS? by von Daniken
Bantam 1.25
*GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS
Pocket Books 1.95
*THE WORLD, by Wallace
Paper Lib. 1.50
*XAVIERA, by Hollander
Bantam 1.75
*WHEELS, by Halley
Bantam 1.75
*THE EXORCIST, by Blatty
*SATAN IS ALIVE & WELL ON PLANET EARTH, by Lindsay Zondervan 2.25
Bantam 1.75
*THE TERMINAL MAN, by Crichton

FLEETWOOD MAC
One of the busiest and most popular sections in the Spartan this week is our
new garden department with its many potted plants, terrariums, dwarf trees,
tomato plants
"What?!" someone shrieks. "Trees and tomato plants in a bookstore’?"
Well, we sell oils and watercolors, and we have books describing how to use
them: so, also, we have seeds and green things and books on how to grow them.
A popular item is the 3 -pot Hanging Herb Planter Kit ($3.95). as well as the
single pot at $1.25. Another is the Terrarium Kit ($6 50), together with a wide
seiaction of individual terrarium bottles and jars.
A recently added item is the Dwarf Tree Kit ($4.00) which contains seeds of 9
different Bonzai trees, containers and plant mix. For those too eager to wait for
seeds to sprout, dwarf trees can be purchased for only 39C eachJuniper,
Monterey Cypress, Japanese Black Pine and Coast Redwood, all selected
primarily with the Bonzai concept of growth in the limited spaces of patios, living
rooms, or apartments.
Books are available to aid the grow -it -yourself gardener. There are
TERRARIUMS AND MINATURE GARDENS, HOW TO GROW HOUSE PLANTS.
and BONZAI TREES, all published by Sunset Books and selling for $1.95 each.
And don’t forget our marigolds, pansies, begonias, and (in the more edible
division) bell pepper plants already well on their way to maturity. Here, too, each
pot is only 39Ci

TONIGHT MEN’S GYM 8PM Also: TEMPEST With
Students $2.50 (with A.S.B. Card) General
JON HISEMAN
Tickets at A.S.B. Office * at Door

Public $3.50
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Kikuchi takes 2nd in Open

Sports

By

Judokas in AAU’s

PAUL STEWART

three man contingent of
Spartan judokas represented
San lose Slate University last
Friday and Saturday in the
National Amateur Athletic
Union judo Championships in
Atlanta, t.;eorgia.

Dan Kikuchi. the Spartan
heavyweight, finished second
in the Open Division.
"Dan lost a real close
decision to this kid Pierson
hem Chicago," said SISU
mentor ’lush Uchida.
The highlight of Kikuchi’s
competition was when the
no-pound Spartan pinned a
400-plus-pound opponent in
one of the preliminary matches.

"Dan looked real good in the
championship
match,"
commented llchida.
Bill Kaulf old, the Spartans’
176-pound
entrant,
was
eliminated
after eight
tenacious qualifing rounds.
"Bill faced some tough
competition in the early going
and just missed qualifing for
the championship." said
Uchida.
In AAU and collegiate
competition, judokas compete
no series of qualifing matches
before entering into a "round
robin" type of championship
round.
John Haggett, competing m
the 154-pound division for the
Spartans,
was eliminated

after three
competition.

Bill Barnwell performs on the high bar at the NCAA finals to finish

Gym specialist

16th in the nation. The senior all-around performer was considered the most solid participate gymnast SJSU has ever had by
Spartan coach Rea Anders.

Containing
Buck
Supercenter, Kareem Abdul jabber, the Warriors edged a 32 lead in the best -of-seven
series. ’the Warriors will try to
it rap it up
when they

Spartan gymnasts lose
’tough test’ in NCAA’s
it h an
Spartan gymnastic team did
not win any awards at the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association INCAAl finals
last weekend. in Eugene Ore.
they did get some top level
competition.
San lose State University’s
all-around performers Bill
Barnwell finished 16th in the
nation in the high bar with an
8.65 coupulsory and 9,10 in the
optionals for a 17.75 composite score.
He also performed in

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements (instant Protein,
Line C. Vas E Calcium. etc)
Home Cleaners isasic H. L. etc.)
Beauty Aids (ProteinizerlShernpoO. etc I
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297-3666
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
dinisrent approaches The fact that our
natural ptoducts really are the fineet IS
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figured will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make cornoanaona
We will apt you to do s little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
468 So 5th e2
297-3886
GUYS AND GALS
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eulrazia School of Ballet Basic technique tor beg, nnIng dancers Smell
classes-noncom attention Beverly
Wiese Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181
DO YOU hits A S programs here on Cernpus, If not, don’t Bitch, apply for Me
program board Apply in the AS office
FREE MOVING COXES II WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & Wine Making
1040 N 4th
HAY FEVER War Apr May71 In let 12
days of your lesson. get free pills and
512-22 for drug study TAOIST 321-4412.
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on silo
now in the A SI3 0 April11 8pm mane
gym One Snow only -2400 seats $250
students CIA S card 53 50 general
Public
SINGLE ADULTS-NEED FRIENDS,
Fellowship 6 Bi b le study Sundays 9 am at
the 130-0-Sweden Resteurent 1310
Amaral’ near Sears. off Meridian
BELIEVE in the Lora Jesus Christ and
thou shall bowed and tho ne house-Lord
save me-Thank you Lord
SPROUT SANOV/ICHES FROM 350856
Jinseni tea. not or cold. 126 E San
Salvador St

AUTOMOTIVE

11.70 and 9.00.

Not making the trip to
"Reveland" for the Spartans
were team captain Phil
who severely
Yoshimura,
strained his ankle in the
National Collegiate judo
Championships.

was

OUT

MOM

Solid

performer because of his improvements over last year,"
said SRA’ coach Rea Anders.
"He increased his high bar
score by .7 and this is the first
time he has earned 9 points in
vaulting."
Steve McCormick collected
7.50 and 8.95 scores on the
rings while freshman Steve
Berglund finished with a 4.00
and 8.85 on the parallel bars.
None of the Spartans

’62 VV/ REBUILT engine. NEW tires. Best
offer 2931567 or 277-3446.
18 TR-280 ’61 VW Camper 6205.9th 027
or leave note. BX 289 Bldg. 0 (New
College)
’56 VW Mechanic’s special 5150
uiuoa982

-

’70 VW CUD, Excellent Condition. New
tires. 22.500 miles. Extres-$1400. 2533593

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German, French. S Russian records and
books for sale. Reasonable. Call 2973890.

57 FORD Fairlane Good Condition, 371[593 Eves
124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, ’69. 5 speed
Excellent condition, good tires, 73 tags
call 294-7386. Ask 51,495 Make of ler 57
uAISUN Good shape Reliable 5600
L,an Rits 275-9016
67 OPEL WAGON tint cond engine like
new Complete tape set-up 5750 ALSO19 YAMAHA 350 cc like new $345 Call
varren 289-9362 215 S 12th St 54
53 CHEVY II wagon B cyl auto trans.
good mecn cond. 75,000,,, $150 Call
Jaren 264-2081 2629 Malaga Dr

FOR SALE
ARTISTS S CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
wares at Mini Renaissance Fairs, Sunday.
April tel Info. Cell Audi Leonardi 2773202
GUITARS S AMPLIFIERSli
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC -new 8 used
All at discount prices
Guitar showcase
2910 S Bascom 377-511114
STEREO SYSTEMS Cost plus 10% Moat
maior brands Call Ken Torres at 2969795
BLACKUTE POSTERS $1.50, PATCHES
1595 UP, INCENSE 25-294, PIPES St 00
& UP. RADIOS 53 95 UP. LEATHER
GOODS BINOCULARS $2200 & uP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 16’ SI1 95,4
022.95 STROBE LIGHTS $1795 GAS
GLO BULB $355 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING St 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU. Phone 292-0400,
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at ’nonce Best Sci-Pi
selection in Bay Area. Records, too We
nave the books you wont & need 8 best
prices in town Yet we buy& trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So 15191 2566215
FASULOUS panaramle view of city
&
bay 3 br 1 be on almost ly sc TIIeAEC
w-hig oanelled fern rrn . wet bar, Tile en.
try aor cond . we opts .5,56.loft water.
etc 540.950 Owner 272-0133

FOR SALE: Honda 250 Escellam 5200
926-0413

SIG SALE, Mains Dewsons Bazaar. New
and used things, Cable tables, Barrels
and Candles

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE’
No Student Refused
UP TO 25% DISCOUNT FOR 3 0 GPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payments available
9460223 days 2414573 eves

67 16 FT. SAILBOAT, osyssiwr 4 H P
0/B ligMs. Jackets. trailer. $1,150. Ph.
268-9172
SHREDDED FOAM RUBIllft
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Ph, 2124154

bONTIAC ’67 TEMPEST 4 dr, AT. Ft &
"S. Excel Mach cond body with slight
dents. 66.000 ml leaving town, must so.
TAO Call 732-9921

’86 PONT. LE MANS $211. Hurst 4-speed
New brakes. water pumps voting gear
5850 277-8822 or 2964863

paperbacks

A MILLION USED BOOKS
price). and magazines Neat old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & thush Twice
Reed Books. 81 E San Fernando btwn
2nd 53rd, 10.30-535 10%oft with this ad.

89 SIMCA 4 door: gcTod-tires
reclining seats. 36,000 nu . best offer Call
559-9767 aft 6 Ask Inc Cathay

FENS SALE I 2nd row Can Orch. Ticket
’Two Gentlemen of Verona-Set Eve Apr
7S9 50 Call Mike 277-8857. late pm. early
ern

MARRIED COUPLE *snow to manage
opts 8 laundrette Must be capable of
maintenance wort. 28?-4900

will
face
Alland

14 VOL Encyclopedia never used 550 0
AM-5 PM Weekdays Bill 294-9131
SAVE TINS AD, Before you pureness
costly stereo equip retail cheek who for
discount prices to SJS studeMs Ida all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in MO Say Arse on such nemesis
Sansui, Pioneer, Norwitz, Tom Dual,
etc Cellos 631 weskit, SPeCials tool 2525593 0, 252-2028

estrine beep wen case

Excellent conOnion $90 Call 251-2978 shier 6pm Ask
for Robin

$1119
Large studio. sop. study room
Heated pools, Turn. wrcsrpets
5 min. from campus
Secluded
297-1200

MARRIED MALE

undergraduate

Salt Jove

mi

TYPING in my North side home.
reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed.
263-2739
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Report.’ Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg 4924 Harris
Telephone 371-0306 San Jose

PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 for 53 50 One day service 8 m -3 p.m.
Salt 8 inn to noon TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda SJ Cell 2865882

, no contract.
RENT A TV OR
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512596.

HOUSE, 3 Bdrm, 2 bath, garage, patio,
and lots of parking 811 S. 10th. $265/mo.,
5250 in summer. Phone 295-5286

TYPING-Reasonable, eiessnenced and
fast IBM Selectric, Call Helen 263-2739.

FOR RENT: Furnished room with kitchen
pro. in East S.J Reasonable-No Wit
984-4505 days or 259-7301 eves. Betty.

NEVA OPENING Apr. 2. LI1’ Angels
Nursery School, Open 530 sm. 10 5:30
p.m. Morning-afternoon sessions also
available. 7300 2nd St. Enroll your child
nowl Cell Betty Lowe 293-5830,

AGENTS. Earthy, natural clothes from
uailfornia. Men and women Good commission Send 255 /or Dealers catalogue,
Inn Eanhworks P0 Box 8244, Long
Beach, CA 90808
SOCIAL DIRECTORS: SJ apt. complex
needs hostesses to show apartments and
organize Pool parties (weekends only)
Attractive; 21-26 Salary is tree rent Call
275-8303 for interview
FEMALE PHOTOGRAPHER over 21
Wanted fOr 2-year world bicycle tour with
writer Good health e moat Call 294-5202
t yes

HOUSING
LARGE 2 DORM APT, lust painted Brand
new couch W & 0 pci Summer rates
available Rent $156/mo Prkng pets OK
£.3.1796 Bel of this mu rent free
ONE LARGE BDRIA APT. New shag
rugs Water S garbage pd Available now
Call 22Q-7796 751 S 2ncl St 44
ATTRACTIVE, LARGE. CORNER room
in quiet home Ideal Inc study Parking,
kitchen env near campus. Serious.
mature man. $76/rno. 288-9154.
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom was turn 5130. unfurn 9120
Yew new carpets Quiet strytoephere near
Me campue 385 S 4I11 St Call Ben 2585363 or John 3565708
- DELUXE ’URN, apt or rent $130/rno 4
bilks from campus China See Manager
Apt 43 185 E Reed St SJ
SAN FERNANDO 140USE-Great atmoaphwe linen maid service. color
T v kitchen pHs . Me showers Perking
Center of activity 237 E Son Fernando
189 10 $88/mo 2954504 01 2936345

VERY QUIET APTS.
Lge. r06ms-1 by., famished,
sew asepsis. Recreation room.
Swim pool. 11130/mo.
5261, SIts SL San Joao, CNN.
251-41117
_
EL DORADO APTS.
Huge 1 Bedroom Apt, see to appreciate
carpets. drapes. beautiful wallpaper in
kitchen. 5 min from campus. 293-3635
LOW SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
2 IS 3 Bedroom, 2 bath-pool, off st. pk.
AEK, wood panehng-shag Opts. 470 S.
11th St Pk 287-7590.
SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished brim,
convenient to SJSU. $110. Also 1 berm,
$136 or 2 bdrm. 9155. Pool 096-2415 or
3214573.
FREE RENT. One monies Free Rent to
students with 8 ont hs rental agreement
Minutes from campus, adult end f Emily
sections, small pets. recreation facilities
2 Mr. 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from 5105 furnished 3 bdrrn apt. also
evadable Willow Glen Weal Call 204
1474
$1110 AND UP, nice comfortable. gum
rooms downtowns kit pHs.. 2933910 158
N 5th St
3-4 SludenN Lge. 2 berm turn apt ALK
shag, carpel. Indry. perktng. 570S 10th
St
1 BORN. Apt Furnished. $125 per month
at 140 No, 15th SI Call 244-3850,
Convenient to SJ Hospital and SJ State
IVEY HALL room with kitchen, clean
quiet, across from edmInistratIon
building. 2944472 253-1152. 293-9814

DESPERATELY need a copy of the textbook "Spatial Economic Theory" written
by Dean. Leahy, & McKee. Will buy or
rent Call Doris 225-1360. Leave rnesSage.
_
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MERRYL
LOVE GARY
SEA FRIEND to hendicapped man. Live
free In attractive room Girls over IS
please call 298-2308 aft 5
POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412. San Francisco 94104,

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes
gold 8 white album, 60 color prints of
your ChoiCla full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull
color 5 X 105 SI 25 each Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
Bridal Packet call 257-3161

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma progrem and receive up to
$40/monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER, 35
S. Almaden Ave., San Jose. CA294-6535.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 p.m.

"&141111P-’
roll or write for details

MONTEREY BAY
YACHT CENTER
480 Lake Aye., Santo Cruz
Santa Crux Harbor

408’475-5280

EUROPE - I
- AFRICA
Student flights Student camping lours
throughout Europe. Russia and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for Inter-European
student charter flights, Including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT. ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 84 LA. Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 826-5869. 526-0955
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domestic-International programs. Contact
Barbara, Student Services West, Inc. 235
E. Santa Oars. 5710, 287-8301,
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/16 returning
San Francisco on 4r22. 1 way $99 round
trip 5198 Ind tax Also Minneapolis $57
each
For flight Into, contact
Renard 274-4513

way

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Date Deeenetion Airline Price
Ly.Ju 18 Oak. to Frankfurt ONA $279
Rel. July 4 Brussels to Oak DC-10
Lu Jo 1909k. to Amsterdam ONA $279
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC-10
Lir July 5 Oak. to London ONA $279
Rei. Aug. 8 Arnsterdamto Oak, DC-10
Lv, July 220s6. to Frankfurt ONA $279
Het Aug. 22 Zurich to Oak. DC-10
(phis many other flIghts) One way flights
$159. For further ,light info. contact
Richard 274-4613

EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 DAYS, - NIGHTS. INCL, ROUND TRIP
AIR-FAIR, MOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS
Acapulco-$289
Puerta Vallarte-$229
For info contact Richard 274-4913 latter
5p
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN. FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL, FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19181 451-7905
1466 5200 St, Sicrernento, CA 95819
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures. Small,
international group camping travel. Ages
tax Also Europe, Africa, India, 3-11
inks Write. mole Earth Travel, Ltd.. Box
1497, K C Mo.04141
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill crowtord 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY. Fly
at 1/3 off with TWA Youth passport &take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after 5 00 299-6800
for rearm/elm ns or your local !revel agent

LOST 8 FOUND
LOST:Glris silver times watch. Near
health bldg Sentimental value. Reward
55 Cell Diane 293-9898,
LOST: Tinted mod prescription glasses.
REWARD-493-9121

Before You
Move...

’HOUSING’
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SERVICE

STUDENTS! YOUR
OWN CASH FLOWIll
Earn cash pert time with your own Mail
Order business Easy two-hour, $2-Mall
Order Course provides instant "Knowhow-, Free details, or save time send $2
plus CA sales tax. F dune World, Dept 7
Box 4012 Foster City. CA 94404

Two
days

Ann., emnla
Automotive
Pun See

units

Small inexpensive house
trailer. Eaceilent condition Karen 2943389

ClassItled Rates

M,n,norn

YACHT
BROKERAGE

are

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
SPECIAL GfiOuP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 569-5358

1 lines

rates.

GOO Is one, Man Is one. All religions
one, 3 reasons to investigate the SAINVI
FAITH, Thur. 8 pm Montelvo Rm. S.U.

the

One
day

Santana

CSU/SJ people for PHIL HAMMERSchool Board Election Apr. 17, John
Gaffe, Rex Burbank, James Watson,
Barnet & H Skapinsky, Fatima Rim Palm
Bloom, Terry Christensen, Sybil Weir
WE HOPE YOU’RE VOTING FOR HIM
11301

WRITING AND RESEARCH iesistunce.
Typing, editing (prod 8 under) Also
Everything for everybody. 379-8018.
IF YOU’RE ENGAGED..,
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Nelurtia taking part in matting our line of
Wedding Invitations and Accessories the
most creative end personalized ever.
Coiorful, flowery proclamations. Rich.
original nature-photogrephy invitations.
creamy classic usamonsis
Even
rOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING hes
a nutlet selection of truly original smellsones end announcements to choose
frorn-with a very special gift otter to any
CSUSJ student with this ad
TOWNS COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S. Sarstoge-Sunnyyele Rd.
Cupertino. CAW e5011
Phone 252.1131

20 s,

22’s Cal 25’s, and Cal
27’s daily & long term

CAMPUS
INSURANCE

FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare for
the CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Call collect 415-781-4395, 2518446

TYPING
60 North 3rd St.. Apt. 4823
287-4355

FOR RENT; 2 soarocies furnished
spartment, 5150, 533 South 106 Street,
Cali 272-0296
FEMALE ROOMATE needed to Share 3
talrin house wan two other, t blk horn
,arnpus Rent 552 50. Call 287-1122

PERSONALS

TYPING -IBM
Selectric-Theils,
reports, general typing, letter., etc.
Reasonable rates. 263-6895.

Cal

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International call Campus Rep. French a Morales 286-1196.

TYPING-term papers, M0 experienced
and fest Phone 2038674,

TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTR1C, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTERS:30,
MARY BRYNER

SAILBOAT
RENTAL

TRANSPORTATION

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate. Can editMaster’s etc. Near SJSU. Mrs. ANanWn
298-4104.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235 E. Sento Clara St. 294-4495.

’CRAFT FAIR
APRIL 14TH & 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
Embercadero & El Camino
Presents .1 by Hidden House
T & C Village - P A 321-4145
’CRAFTSMEN WANTED"

BOTH PRIVATE &
group sailing lessons
given by our staff of
professional instructors who specialize in
ocean sailing.

Upstairs-corner of
3rd and San Salvador

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 965-1158

seoislea

RENTIERIA’S BOARDING HOME.
Rooms for Rent for girl students. Clean,
modern rooms all furnished, and we do
the laundry. Breakfast. lunch end dinner
included and transportation it needed,
Call 251-8764

18-20
21 ,

$ 93*
$49’

STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 286-2134
Near Meridian 8 Koch Lane

SERVICES

LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm apts. Summer rates
Quiet. Indry.
;siting,
CLEAN. 536S, 8th St. 295-7894,

LARGE 2 8 3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.,
modem, air cond, clean:805S 11th. Call
275-1974.

April

work or 8 graduate.

404 S. Third St.
289-8881

SKIS I BOOTS-Head Standard 2(0cm
wibindings $55 Leather buckle boots
Sleet 1410 ton camping cell 277-8233.

DEMONSTRATORS
RUBBERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 4011356-9227

$104*
$ 65’

CSIS

THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S 1st St. Ph. 293-2323.
Open Wed tnru Sun. 8-420 & 8-8.30.
Free parking & admission. Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectables.

OTIS ELEVATOR CO; is recruling 4/9/73
tor sales engrg trainee. motors red,
BS/ME. MBA NOBS /61E. EE. Recruiter S.
Julian Smith Mgr 288-3886

18-20
21-24

’ Requires an ASB card and minimum 01 12

FROM 1418/610. New rooms across the
campus Kit prov.. 0111 pd. Men at 99 S.
9th, women 275 S. 10th St. Many extras
that must be won. Open daily for Inspection. Call 295-8514, 295-8525 or 2879585.

HELP WANTED

thru

BASIC &
ADVANCE
LESSONS

California Financial Responsibility, including
Uninsured Motorist Coverage, for SIX MONTHS as LOW as:
$118’
18-20
SINGLE MALE
$ 86*
21-24

SINGLE FEMALE

Present Student Body Card For Discount
me
um am
em

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE@ Across
street from campus furnish or unfurn.
Faculty Preferred. call 354-4353.

Sail
Monterey
Bay!!!!

’the championship SISI
team, whom Uchida termed
"the closest team I’ve ever

If you
can drive
insure it for less.

STAR MOTORS

UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-9d Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano, color T V.,
recreation room, kit. pay. meld & linens,
parking, courtyard. Includes Continental
Breakfast. From $79/rno 202 So, 11th
293-7374.

way to capturing the title.
Kikuchi. Kauf fold and
Kiyohara all won firsts’ for
SISU, as Haggett and
Yeah:more took seconds’.

30th

the Warriors jumped out to
an early lead in the first hall
despite four personal fouls by
Thurmond.
Nate
center
Surviving a last minute surge.
they lead by 11 at the halt.
If Golden State fails to end
the series on Friday they will
return to Madison for the
seventh game. The winner of
the series laces the winner of
the Los Angeles Lakerchleavi, Hulls series which
dgo Friday

75 So. Nlarkei St.

to

coached," garnered three firsts

and two seconds while on their

ovulloble

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

3

journeying

from SISU was
Atlanta
George Kiyohara, the 139in the National
winner
pound
Collegiates.
lust barely three weeks
earlier, a strong. healthy
Spartan judo squad swept the
National Collegiate ludo
Championships at Hayward
State University for the
twelfth consecutive time.

SPECIAL
SPRING
RATES

"I was pleased at our optional scores," Anders said.
in fact, I felt that San lose
Stale was one of the strongest
representatives as tar as
technique is concerned."

The Spartans Final meet
be held in may when they
the alumni which includes
American Joe Turpin
SISU assistant eo, h
Sweeney.

not

Also

10%

or the final
qualified
competition which required a
9.3 score.

of

"John faced some tough,
experienced opponents right
away." commented Uchida.

Warriors win
in NBA playoff
Wadi son,
181s.
P.., ui rig
e
(intense, (olden
[Cod,
Stale .% di [’ors upset favored
Milwaukee Bucks 100-97 in a
semi-final tilt of the National
Basketball Association,

rounds

City
Peronsts
Services
Transportation

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
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SAN JOSE ST ATE
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